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elaborations in respect of data accurary level and rerresentativeness of researh findings. 
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In the end we would like lo thank the managements of PMTF and UNIDO for reposing 
confidence in us. We look forward to assisting PMTF in undertaking further work for 
implementing the recommendations of this study. 

Assuring you of our best services, we remain, 

Yours faithfully, 
- for NATIONAL MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS (PV1) LTD. 
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PRE.FACE 

We are grateful to UNIOO and the management of PMTF for giving us an opportunity to undertake 
this assignment. 

The engineering industry or the capital goods industry is the backbone of any economy. It has the 
capability to reproduce products of its own nature on the one hand, plus has the capability to produce 
a multitude of consumer goods or consumer durables. 1be stronger is the capital goods industry of 
any country the stronger and more broad based is its capability to produce a variety of goods ranginJ? 
from pins to planes. 

Pakistan Machine Tool Factory (PMTF) since its establishment in 1968 has been engaged in rhc 
production of capital goods or parts thereof. It is a large manufacturing facility with excellent 
metallurgical treatment and forming facilities. 

Having faced problems of dwindling turnover due to reduced market for its products, PMTF thought 
it fit to look for diversification of its present product lines which could utilize its production capacity 
and provide it with the type and quantum of turnover needed to sustain its operations profitably. 

This report presents the results of a qualitative survey carried out in this regard and suggests areas 
where PMTF could further do some exploring to help it out of its current predicaments. 

In this context the consultants gratefully acknowledge the help and guidance received from UNIDO. 
from PMTF's senior management staff particularly its Managing Director, Mr. Fazlur Rehman and 
its Deputy Managing Director, Mr. Masood Ahmad Khan. 

We are grateful to Mr. Mahboobul Hasan, Mr. Anwar Jabbar Khan and Mr. Mohammad Yusuf Khan 
for their expert opinion and advice on this study. 

The consultants also wish to place on record their gratitude to all the public and private sector 
respondents who willingly provided data and information for this study of National importance. 
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MR. KAMAL SHAH RY AR 
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Project Director 
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Senior Consultant 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Pakistan Machine Tool Factory (PMTF) was established in 1968 with the prime objective 
of manufacturing machine tools. It later diversified into the manufacture of automotive 
transmission parts and aluminum die cast components. However, faced with depressed 

..._j demand and low capacity utilization it approached UNIDO for assistmce, who assigned the 
job of carrying out a market survey for product diversification for PMTF to National 
Management Consultants (Pvt) Ltd. (NMC). NMC adopted an agreed methodology and 
scope of work and this report is the outcome of the work done by NMC consulting team on 
this survey. The report comprises of four chapters as summarized below. 

-

... 

CHAPTER I 

Chapter I. deals with the background, the objectives and scope of work and the manner in 
which the whole survey exercise was planned and executed. Research tools used and support 
material appear as annexures to the report. The qualitative nature of the survey and its 
limitations have also been dealt with and the methodology flow chart and coverage plan 
have also been spelled out. 

The prime objective of this study is to develop a portfolio of products that PMTF may 
diversify into based on a qualitative survey of ten selected sectors. The major limitation of 
this study is that being the first survey of its type for PMTF, the short duration of the study 
and the qualitative nature of the field survey, the results obtained are also qualitative in 
nature and do not provide accurate quantitative estimates for the potentially viable products 
that may he added by PMTF for mam1facturing and marketing. 

CllAM"ER2 

Chapter 2, attempts to overview the engineering goods sector in Pakistan and its growth 
over the years. It highlights the fact that out of the six sub-sectors, i.e. Basic Metals, Metal 
Products. Mechanical Machinery & F.quipments, Electric Goods, Electronic Goods ancl 
Transport Equipmen! manufactures, the Mechanical Machinery & Equipment sub-sector's 
growth has taken place at a slower pact.. The Chapter also indicates the burden that 
excessive imports of Engineering Goods place on Pakistan's Economy and pinpoints the 
Textile sector for highest annual imports of textile machinery parts and quantum jumps 
recorded in their import trend. 

CllAPTERJ 

Chapter J, provides details of the survey result~ wherein 11 categories of respondents were 
inle-viewcd indepth. These respondents were,. :ther manufacturers or importers of machine 
tools and hand tools or users of machine tools like surgical &. cutlery goods manufacturers, 
textile industries, auto repair workshops, pumps & valve manufacturers, etc .. The survey 
re~mlts revealed need for balancing and modernization and gaps in production and demand 
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in certain areas. The low quality of output by smaller manufacturers due to lack of requisite 
facilities have also been detailed in this Chapter. For each product category surveyed 
comments and suggestions have been give at the end of each section. 

__j CllAPTER4 

-

.... 

Chapter 4, starts by first listing the criteria which were used for developing the 
recommendations. lne discu~ion then moves on to identification of products and parts 
which will provide the necessary diversification avenues and their annual market potential. 
Short, medium and long range manufacturing and marketing plans have been detailed which 
indicate the possible additions to PMTF turnover and as shown in Table- I. 

TABLE 1 

SUIMJUl'f OP' UCONIBHDATIOllS 

S.NO. THIE SPAN TURNOVER OF SUGGESTED 
PRODUCTS/PARTS 

1. Short range 6-12 409 million 
months with minimal 
investment 

2. Medium range 372. 7 million 
1-3 years with 
1-7 million 
additional 
investment 

3. Long range 3 years 11 million 
or more with over 
7 million additional 
investment 

TOTAL 792. 1 million 

The Chapter also elaborates on additional work required to be done by PMTF to artain the 
above stated potential in the form of detailed market and technical studies, design and 
development wo!'k, technical collaboration arrangements with reputed foreign manufacturers, 
re-orientation of company's marketing approach and initial test marketing of selected 
products. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

I. I BACKGROUND 

The engineering goods industry in Pakistan produces various types of products. 
These include vessels and piping, machine tools, hand tools, plant and equipment, 
various types of pumps and valves, electrical goods, machinery for textile and 
many other items, automotive parts and the like. 

Both organized and unorganized sector units are in operation in the engineering 
goods industry and the contribution of the unorganized sector is almost as much 
as that of the organized sector. 

Certain large units in the organized sector are very well organized, some of which 
are in the public sector whereas others are in the private sector. 

Pakistan being an agricultural country for the most part the engineering goods 
related to agriculture are most in demand, these include tractors, motors and 
pumps and agricultural implements. In tum, engin.:.ering goods needed to produce 
these are demanded. Related to this demand is the demand for domestic 
appliances like electric fans, refrigerators, airconditioners and transport 
equipment. Naturally engineering goods required to produce these appliances are 
also demanded as well. 

Machine tools may be termed as basic engineering goods in the sense that no 
metallic product can be produced without their help. Machine tools include 
lathes, milling machines, boring machines, shapers, etc .. The machine tools can 
be of varied designs and specifications depending upon the type of output 
required from them. The complex types are naturally more costly and can 
perform more exacting jobs. 

Pakistan Machine Tool Factory (PMTF) was established in 1968 with the primary 
objective of producing high precision machine tools. The built-in high precision 
required the charging of a high price. On the demand side, however, users of such 
precision machine tools were found to be limited. Since the Pakistan Machine 
Tool Factory was established with facilities for die casting, heat treatment, 
metallurgical testing, etc., it took upon itself the contract manufacture of 
automotive parts for the production of which its facilities were most suited. 

It started the exercise by producing Bedford truck parts. Later Bedford had to 
close operations and then the Pakistan Machine Tool Factory having acquired the 
necessary skills contracted and started manufacturing parts for Fiat, Messey 
Ferguson and Ford tractors. Ford tractors subsequently wcund up their operations 
and Messey Ferguson and Fiat lowered their demand as a result of a depressed 
market demand for tractors in Pakistan. Side by side Pakistan Machine Tool 
Factory started manufacturing aluminum die cast parts for motorcycles. 

1-1 
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With all the above exercises Pakistan Maehine Tool Factory could come at 
best to 30-40 % of its capacity operation. This resulted in a search for 
alternative products that could help utilize the idle capacity on the one hand 
and add profitable products to PMTF's product line on the other. 

PMTF sought the anistance of UNIDO who under a contract assigned the job 
of undertaking a product diversification market surv ... y tu National 
Management Consul&ants (Pvt) Ltd., with the following objectives and scope 
of work. 

OBIBCTIVF.S AND SCOPE OF TIIE STUDY 

The study objectives are to make recommendations for a product mix of 
commercially viable and marketable products for PMTF. 

The objectives and scope of work as stated in the TOR are: 

o "To determine the demand for machine tools, textile machinery, 
leather goods machinery, other specialized machineries, automotive 
transmission sets, components, and die casting in the last five years in 
various user industries. 

o To determine imports of various types of above stated machine tools. 
equipment and automotive components in the last five years. 

0 

0 

0 

To analy1..e the obtained data in terms of quality anfJ quantity as well 
in terms of cause and effects. 

To determine the estimated future demand of user industries and the 
trend of imports . 

To make recommendations to t>MTF based on the results of above 
activHics to diversify their prorl~1ct line." 

The st.ttement of work included in the contract is shown as Annexure 1. 

1.3 RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

The research design and methodology of the study which NMC adopted 
consisted of the following activities. A flow chart showing various work stages 
and activities appears as chart 1.1. 

1.3.l PRE SURVEY WORK 

Prior to the start of the study NMC consulting team spent time in orienting 
itself to PMTF's activities thoroughly. This was thought necessary to get an 
understanding of the capabilities that PMTF possessed both in terms of skills 
and equipment. Lists of machinery installed was obtained along with the sales 
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CHART I.I 

RESEARCH DF.slGN AND MlmlOOOLOGY 
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breakup for the last five years. Discussions were held with various senior 
management officials to acquaint the team with the total functioning of 
PMTF its departmentation. its fadlities and procedures adopted for 
produ _.\ln, quality assurance and marketing. 

In order to broaden the consulting team's perspective on the engineering 
goods industry, particularly the units manufacturing products similar to PMTF. 
visits were made to t.'ie following units in Karachi: 

o Agriauto Industries Ud.; 
o Bolan Castings, Ltd.; 
o Naya Daur Motors (Pvt) Ltd.; and 
o M. R. Associates. 

At all the above mentioned units the consulting team familiarized itself with 
the production technologies, the available facilities, the capacity operations 
and problem areas. Agriauto, Bolan Castings and Naya Daur Motors (Pvt) 
Ltd., were found to be coming out of their difficulties and carried the hope 
of turning their operations profitable in 1991-92 period. M .R Associates were 
faced with problems similar to PMTF and were thinking of product 
diversification as well. 

DEVELOPMENT OF DATA ACQUISmON PLANS 

Brain storming sessions were held among team members to develop data 
acquisition plans both for Primary and Secondary data collection. Available 
publications and reports ware selected to develop secondary data sources that 
were most up-to-date and reliable and could be used to highlight and 
supplement the primary data and information gathered. The survey 
questionnaires were carefully designed keeping the survey objectives in view. 
These were discussed thread-bare among the consulting team and the final 
version was pre-tested to remove any problems that may arise in their actual 
administration. The pre-tested questionnaires were then presented to PMTF 
management who approved them without any change. 

In order to ensure representativeness of primary data collected through 
questionnaires, lists of respondents to be covered were carefully prepared. 
The names were obtained from manufacturers associations, trade directories, 
Vendor Directory the Special Technical Cell of the Ministry of Production 
Government of Pakistan and other reliable sources. Respondents not listed 
were included by the surveyors on the spot. Selection of the respondents was 
made keeping in view their size, turnover, product mix, type of machinery and 
equipment, location and their markets. One of the objectives was to cover 
more of the inv~stment while covering a given number of units within a 
sector. Accordingly medium and larger size units have mostly been ~lected. 
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INTERIM REPORT 

An Interim Report was presented both to UNIDO and PMTF two months 
after initiation of work. The Interim Report spelled out in detail the 
objectives, background and methodology to be adopted for carrying out the 
survey. The report included questionnaires, coverage plan, secondary data 
sources and respondent lists. 

The Interim Report was discussed at length with PMTF management and the 
CT A from UNIOO for this assignment and comments received were 
incorporated in the final survey plan. An additional respondent category of 
Automotive Repair Workshops was included at PMTF's request. It was 
explained to PMTF management that it was a preliminary qualitative survey 
and further investigations based on the survey results wilt be required to be 
undertaken by PMTF. This viewpoint was endorsed by the Chief Technical 
Advisor of UNIDO who also took part in the discussions as stated above. 

FIELD WORK 

The survey was carried out with the help of questionnaires and interview 
guides that were approved by PMTF Management. The questionnaires were 
pretested before final administration. Separate Questionnaires were designed 
for each sector. The studied sectors included machine tool manufacturers and 
importers; hand tool manufacturers and importers; second hand machine tool 
importers; leather goods machinery manufacturers; pumps and valves 
manufacturers and users of machine tools like textile, surgical & cutlery goods 
manufacturers. DFls and banks were also surveyed to find out their opinion 
about local machinery financing and the measures that they have taken to 
increase the share of locally made machinery in any given project financed by 
them. 

In view of the highly technical nature of the assignment and the requirement 
of reliable and accurate data, NMC deployed its in-house consultants from the 
engineering and marketing disciplines to undertake the survey. Before the 
start of the actual face-to-face interviewing exercise all the consultants were 
thoroughly briefed on the questionnaires and the overall survey design. 

The survey was conducted at various locations to ensure proper stratification 
alongwith obtaining responses in clusters as the various industrial units were 
located. For example, 90 % of the cutlery and surgical units are located at 
Sialkot and electrical goods manufacturers are located at Gujrat. Textile units 
are spread at various locations like Multan, Fai~labad and Karachi. Thus a 
representative number was visited at each location so as to take out, as far as 
possible, a representative ~mple from the total population. Almost all the 
automotive assemblers are located at Karachi and they were interviewed at 
this location. Same was the case with Dfls and commercial banks. 

At the time of submission of the Interim Report PMTF had requested NM\. 
to additionally include auto repair workshops in the survey. This was done and 
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some units were visited at Lahore while others were interviewed at Karachi. 
SubseqLiently on the request of PMTF, an initial survey of turbine users was 
also undertaken and the findings have been recorded. 

Through-out the survey exercise a system of daily retrieval of questionnaires 
was followed so that the field work could be closely monitored. This action 
helped a great deal in ensuring proper filling of the questionnaires and 
resolution of on-the-spot difficulties thereby maintaining proper quality and 
accuracy of the data gathered. 

The questionnaires were subsequently edited and tabulated. Certain 
questionnaires were rejected for incomplete or inaccurate data. Data 
validmion was also carried oot. All this was done to ensure higher accuracy 
level of the collected data. 

Mock charts and tables were prepared to accurately record the gathered data 
and to produce meaningful tabulations. 

Table 1-1 gives a breakup of questionnaires filled for each category alongwith 
the location details of coverage. 

It also shows the actual number of questionnaires filled excluding those 
rejected. The number filled in certain categories appears lower then planned 
since it was felt during the survey that with the number actually filled the 
required information was already in hand and covering more units meant 
simply a duplication of work. 

DISCUSSIONS wrm EXPERTS 

In order to make the Draft Final Report more meaningful, succinct and clear. 
discussions were held with known experts (names mentioned in the Preface) 
in the engineering field for their knowledge of the industry and the economy . 
The experts suggested certain modifications in the contents from various 
technical angles. They appreciated the fact that though the survey was 
qualitative in nature the recommendations presented were not only 
meaningful but were spring boards for PMTF to undertdke further immediate 
in-depth investigations. 

PREPARATION OF FIRST DRAFT REPORT 

The first draft report was prepared in a painstaking manner and detailed 
discmisions were undertaken among the consulting team to evolve the manner 
of presentation of the findings and the contents of each chapter. The study 
limitations wert spelled out so that the results could be viewed in the right 
context. The recommendations were thoroughly probed upon and products 
/parts which could be easily fitted into the manufacturing capability of PMTF 
were recommended. Alongside, the potential market for each product/part 
had been the key for recommendations. Additional activities that PMTF will 
have to undertake were also defined. 
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An executive summary was added at the beginning of the report to present 
.he findings in a lucid manner . 

DISCU~IONS WITH PMTF MANAGEMENT 

The first draft report prq>aml as above was submitted to PMTF and their 
views/comments were solicited. Detailed discussions were subsequently held 
with the senior and top managements of PMTF for this purpose. 

1.3.8 PREPARATION OF DRAFr FINAL REPORT 

1.3.9 

1.4 

Draft final report was prepared by incorporating PMTF's comments on the 
first draft report m:eived during the aforesaid discussions. 

PREPARATION OF nm FINAL REPORT 

The d7aft final report completed as a result of the aforesaid efforts was sent 
to UNIOO, Vienna for their comments in September, 1992 Final. Comments 
from UNIOO on the same were received in January, 1993. Further 
strengthening of certain areas of the report including incorporation of 
additional information in the draft final report in the light of comments 
receind from UNIDO was undertaken in order to arrive at this final version 
of the report. This inter-alia included more explicit recommendations in 
operational terms with regards to efforts required by PMTF to succeed and 
t:lC risks involved, further elaboration of the activities i<lentified for 
undertaking additional work, general improvement in presentation through 
inc:eased usage of charts and graphs, addition of information on financing 
possibilities, etc .. 

LIMITATIONS OF THB STUDY 

The major limitations of this study arc briefly discussed below: 

o The survey carried out by the Consultants is the first of its kind ever 
conducted for PMTF. This survey is basically qualitative in nature and 
attempts to bring to focus areas or products which will need to be 
studied in detail both from engineering and marketing stand points 
before actual solutions could be found in the form of products that 
PMTF could diversify into. 

o The sample used for collecting the data can at best be called a 
convenience sample. Respondents were visited in locations where they 
were clustered. As such the results of the sample cannot be statistically 
applied with great degree of confidence to the total population within 
a given category. 

o Comprehensive details on spt".Cifications, prices and u5er~ could not be 
obtained in a survey of this nature where the objective ba~ically wa~ to 
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collect generalized data on products that were considered attractive 
diversification opportunities. Even then in some cases information has 
been gathemf which may be regarded specific. Engineering goods in 
themselves are a product group whose development requires both time 
and effort starting from design to the development of specifications for 
materials and manufacturing instructions. As such broad specifications 
given as a result of this survey will need to be made more specific by 
f urthcr studies. 

The number of respondents contacted for each product group was also 
small (10-15) in certain areas. This was done to get an idea or a feel 
about a given product group. The responses are individualized as such. 
and though such responses have been reported wherever found 
appropriate a tabulated result would Jack credibility. 

o The secondary datz sources used were not up-to-date. This could not 
have been avoided since government publications seldom provide 
break-up figures of an uptodatc nature. Thus though the engineering 
goods in total could be seen in published data their breakup into the 
defined sub-sectors could only be estimated. Reliance had therefore to 
be placed on Expert Working Group Report for 7th Five Year Plan 
and other reports emanating from independent sources. 

o Demand and supply figures represent estimations. The Census of 
Manufacturing Industries has not been updated beyond 1985-86. As 
such projections have been developed in defining sub-sector demand 
and supply figures. Recommendations finally given provide details of 
products with potential. Additional investment figures and similar 
details as desired by PMTF cannot, however, be specified in concrete 
terms at this stage. 

o It should be noted that this report is reflective only of the survey 
findings and it does not include any considered opinions, except where 
it has been expressedly stated. 

o This report as such should be read in the context of it being a 
preliminary survey, qualitative in nature and the resul\S throwing light 
on areas that PMTF can start investigating further and could come up 
with specific positive answers within the next few months time. 
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CHAFrER 2 

OVERVIEWOF ENGINEERING GOODS INDUSfRY 
INPAKISrAN 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Beforr Pakistan calftC into being in 1947 only primary goods were being 
traded for manufactured products produced elsewhere. Immediately after 
independence the Government opted for industrialization. Priority was given 
to industries processing locally available raw materials. Incentives were 
provided to encourage private investment in manufacturing. In 1954 PIDC was 
established to set up manufacturing units considered to be of national 
importance which private investors were unwilling to establish with the 
provision of disinvestment once they had become viable. A high proportion 
of initial investment in the engineering industries represented initiatives 
taken by PIDC. Investment in engineering sector increased quite markedly in 
the second half of the 1950s. In 1959/60 the value added in engineering was 
1511 as compared to 711 in 1954/55. 

In the first half of the 1960s, the investment in engineering goods industry 
increased, facilitated by the ready availability of foreign exchange. The 
original version of the 3rd Five Year Plan (1965-1970) placed emphasis on 
developing intermediate and capital goods industries. During late 1960s and 
early 1970s two heavy engineering units were set up in the public sector with 
Chinese assistance and the PMTF was set-up with the assistance of the Swiss. 

Following the announcement of Economic Reforms Order in 1972, 32 
domestically owned industrial enterprises were nationalized which brought a 
substantial part of the engineering industry under direct state management. 
Following a change of Government in I 9TI the hitherto public sector reserved 
industries began to be opened up to private investment. Even then in 1984/85 
state enterprises accounted for all the domestic production of automobiles, 
buses, trucks and coke, for nearly 3011 of the production of bicycles, 47 
percent for the production of tractors and 52 percent of the production of 
rolled steel products. 

Ry 1980-81 engineering industries accounted for 1711 of value added in the 
manufacturing sector. The Engineering sector had grown rapidly in the 
previous ten years though there were marked differences in the gro-.vth rates 
of its components; basic metal industries had a growth rate of 11 .2% and 
non-electrical machinery 9.9percent though metal products had a growth rate 
of only I. I percent. 
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The total output of the engineering goods subsector in 1985/86 was estimated 
to be Rs. 33,385 million and value added Rs. 5658 miJlion which was 16.9% 
of the output. 

The activities of the engineering subsector are heavily concentrated in small 
and medium sized establishments. Together they account for 68 percent of the 
output, value added and material inputs. 

In the year 1987/88 the total value-added by the manufacturing subsector 
added amounted to Rs. 117 billion which means that the engineering 
sub-sector contributed approximately 20" of the total value added by the 
manufacturing sub-sectcr. 

The engineering sub-sector basically comprises of the following product 
groups and classes: 

PRODUCT GROUP 

Basic Metals 

Metal Products 

Mechanical Machinery and Eqpt. 

Electrical E.quipment 

Electronic Goods 

Transport and Agricultural 
F.quipment 

2-2 

PRODUCT CLASS 

Ingots, Billets, Rolled products, 
Castings, Pipes, Forgings etc .. 

Knives, cutlery, hand tools, and 
surgical equipments, Metal 
Utensils, Fasteners,Other metal 
products, etc .. 

Transport Components, High speed 
diesel engines, Metal & Wood 
working machinery, Textile 
machinery, other Industrial 
machinery, Mechanical machinery. 
etc .. 

Fans, Switch Gear, Domestic 
appliances, Transformers, 
Generator sets and electric motors, 
other Electrical F.quipmP.nt. 

Entertainment equipment, 
Communication equipment, etc .. 

Motor Vehicle Assembly,Motor-
cycles &. Auto Rickshaws. 
Agricultural Tractors, Bicycles, 
Railway Carriages. 
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2.2 SECTOR PROFILE OF BNGINBBRING INDUSTRY 

2.2.1 

A detailed review of each of the subsectors mentioned above appears in the 

foHov.ing sub-sections: 

BASIC METALS 

The Census of Manufacturing Industries (CMI) figures show the value of 
output of iron and steel basic industries and of non-ferrous metal basic 
industries as having increased from around Rs. 90 mill!on in 1959/60 to 
slightly over Rs. 385 million in 1969nO. This figure rose to Rs. 3933 million 
in 1982/83 according to the CMI. One important feature of this product group 
is reliance on imported raw materials in the form of ores, metals and ships for 
scrap . Domestic production of basic metals meets only part of the demand. 
The total imports in 1984/85 were worth Rs. 3810 million and for 1985/86 
this figure stood at Rs. 3854 million. 

The value of ou~t for 1985-86 was estimated at Rs. 9.9 billion and value 
added slightly over Rs. 900 million. Small units with 10-100 employees 
accounted for 66 percent of total output. The activity in this product group is 
concentrated in Punjab and Sindh provinces. 

Basic metals constitute a major portion of the raw material used by the 
Engineering Goods Industry which include both ferrous and non-ferrous 
mf'•als. The ferrous metals are basically iron and iron based alloys while non
ferrous metals include aluminum, copper, zinc, tin, lead and their alloys. 

Iron and steel industry provides the base for the economy. In fact per capita 
steel consumption is an indicator of the general growth and deveiopment of 
the country's manufacturing sector . 

The Basic Metals sub-sector has forward linkages in terms of production of 
mild-steel ingots and billets with the rolling industry and backward linkage 
with Pakistan Steel and the ship breaking industry. In case of rolled products, 
it has forward linkages with building, construction and fabrication industry and 
backward linkages with steel production units for raw material. In terms of 
castings forward linkages are with process industries such as cement, chemical, 
fertilizer and other engineering industries including automotive and machinery 
manufacturing industries. In terms of steel pipes and tubes forward linkages 
are with utilities, mechanical structures and engineering industries. Forged 
products have fon.vard linkages to slow speed diesel manufacture, general 
engineering works and agricultural implement's manufacture. 

The total supply of any product is the sum of imports induding raw materials 
and local production. The estimated net output of Basic metals for 1987-88 
was worth Rs. 12383 million. Imports during 1987-88 inclusive of metal 

products were R5. 6764 million. 
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In the same year the estimated demand for basic metals stood at Rs. 17639 
million including an export component of Rs. 826.5 million. 

The Export Working Group on the Engineering Goods Sector for the 7th Five 
Year Plan has indicated a 7.5% growth rate for Basic metals. Projected at this 
rate the 1991-92 demand estimate for Basic metals works out at Rs. 22451 
million, this is expected to rise to Rs. 27891 million in the year 1994-95. 

METAL PRODUCTS 

The metal products group covers five product classes. The value of output of 
the group accounts for only 11.2% of the output of the engineering sector. 
However, many components utilized in the manufacture of mechanical and 
electrical machinery and equipment are produced by captive facilities within 
the enterprises. 

Most of the surgical equipment and a significant proportion of knives 
manufactured in Pakistan are exported. All other products in the group are 
sold on the local market. Over 90 percent of the firms producing these 
products are small scale and the rest medium scale but producing large 
volumes. In the Metal Utensils product class the items produced are generally 
small in size and weight. 

Fasteners are a fundamental link to most engineering operations. 
Approximately half the domestic production is manufactured by 14 major 
manufacturers who operate well run units with automated machinery. 

The largest product class in this group, other metal products covers a diverse 
range of goods including simple metal structures, stampings and pressings, 
agricultural hand tools, containers, locks and hardware, wire products and 
non-electrical house-hold appliances. With the exception of stampings and 
pressings most production is on small scale basis . 

Approximately 50 percent of all materials used by this product group are 
imported although there are wide variations between the classes. The cri~ical 
materials imported include stainless steel, high carbon steels, aluminum and 
tin plate. Method-improvement and limited capital expenditure could further 
increase potenti;1I capacity by upto SO percent. 

Metal products subsector has pronounced linkages with the services sector. 
construction industry, automobile industry, water, and the energy sector. 

Roth public and private sectors are at present sharing more or lci;s equally in 
supply of metal products. However, production of cutlery, utensils, locks and 
pipes is limited to the private sector while the public sector dominates the 
supply of metal structures. 
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Non-availability of raw materials was for more time a major constraint in the 
progress of metal products. However, this difficulty has been somewhat eased 
after the steel making plant of Pakistan Steel started functioning. 

Acccrding to NMC estimates based on the Census of Manufacturing 
Industries 1984-85 the net output of metal products was Rs. 14420 million in 
1987-88, which was 6.2% of the engineering goods sector output. For the same 
year, the value of imports of basic metals and metal products stood at Rs. 
6764.0 million. Thus the total combined supply of basic metals and metal 
products in 1987-88 stood at Rs. 21184 million. 

The estimated total demand for metal products in 1987-88 was Rs. 1729.4 
million or 2.86% of total sector demand. The exports of metal products in the 
same year amounted to Rs. 1220.6 million, contributing to 56.16% of total 
sector exports. Out of these exports 81.7% were surgical instruments, on this 
basis the total market for metal products carried a value figure of Rs. 2950 
million in 1987-88. 

The projected demand of metal products according to NMC estimates based 
on Expert Working Group Report on Engineering Goods Industry for 7th 
Five Year Plan, work out at Rs. 2531 million for 1991-92 and Rs. 3368 million 
for 1994-95. These projections are based on a 10% growth rate for this sub 
sector as indicated by the Expert Working Group. 

MECHANICAL MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 

The supply of goods from this product group is a critical factor in the 
development of industrial output. The products include most capital goods 
necessary for the manufacture together with a number of critical intermediate 
goods, engines, pumps, compres4i0rs, bearings, mechanical power transmission 
equipment, etc .. In 1985/86 domestic supply covered less than 20% of total 

demand . 

The development of this sector in Pakistan has progressed at a slow pace with 
the result that reliance on imported equipment and technology continues. 
However, with the setting-up of engineering units like Karachi Shipyard and 
Engineering Works, Pakistan Machine Tool Factory, Heavy Mechanical 
Complex, Heavy Foundry and Forge, potential has been created for 
manufacture of capital Goods. There are also a few units in the private sector 
manufacturing capital goods, their impact, however, is limited as far as high
technology and high value products are concerned. 

The classification of mechanical machinery product groups is as follows: 

"1. Diesel engines 2. Metal and Woodworking Machinery 3. Textile 
machinery 4. Industrial Machinery (excluding Agricultural, Metal and 
Textile machinery) 5. Other non-electrical machinery and equipment 
(includes sewing machines as well as agricultural machinery), pumps, 
compressors, service industry machines, etc. but excludes farm tractors." 
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The current situation in this product group demands the development of a 
well planned strategy to promote the sector. 

DieseJ engines produced in Pakistan are generally outmoded. The products 
of both metal and wood working machinery manufacturers do not meet 
international standards in respect of either accuracy or material specifications. 
Most of the machinery requirement of the textile sector is imported as the 
textile industry requires an integrated plant and prefers a package deal with 
one manufacturer. 

Industrial machinery produced in Pakistan by many firms is of poor quality 
due to poor quality of raw material and low capacity utilimtion prevailing 
among the manufacturers. 

Mechanical machinery and equipment subsector has linkages with wood and 
wood products industry group, textile, apparel and leather industry group, 
metal products machinery and equipment industry group, agricultural sector, 
services sector, water power and gas distribution sector and the automobile 
industry. 

The output of mechanical machinery and equipment for 1987- 88 according 
to NMC estimates based on the Census of Manufacturing Industry (1985-86) 
stood at Rs. 2887 million, accounting for 12.4% of the engineering goods 
sector output. The imports of mechanical machinery and equipment during 
the same year were of the order of Rs. 19618 million. Thus the total supply 
figure of this subsector worked out at Rs. 22505 million for the year 1987-88. 

·~~ The local demand for the same year was estimated at Rs. 22448.6 million 
'~ accounting for 36.96% of the total sector demand. Including the export figure 

of Rs. 58.4 million the total demand figure stood at Rs. 22505 million. 

... The projected future demand according to NMC estimates based on Expert 
Working Group Report for the 7th Plan for 1991-92 for Mechanical 
Machinery and Equipment work out at Rs. 30542 million. For 1994-95 the 
estimated demand projection for this sub-sector has been worked out at Rs. 
38474 million at a projected growth rate of 10% per year. 

2.2.4 

I .. , 

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 

The electrical equipment product group was the third large.~t product group 
in the engineering sub-sector with an estimated output of Rs. 3814 million in 
1985/86 representing 13.8% of the tctal. 

The products manufactured include oonsumer durables and a range of 
industrial electrical equipment critical for stand-by power sources, electric 
motors for a wide variety of machinery, switch gear and transformers used in 
electricity distribution at national grid and at user levels. 
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Basic research and development efforts fundamental to the manufacture and 
marketing of new products, better products and cheaper products are lacking 

in Pakistan. 

The demand for electrical goods as well as domestic appliances largely 
depends upon the electrification programmes and socio-economic conditions 
in the Country. Pakistan at the moment has a good industrial base for 
production of light electrical goods and domestic appliances. So far as heavy 
electrical equipment like large size power transformers, generators, turbines, 
etc., Pakistan is at present dependent entirely on imports. 

Electrical equipment and machinery subsector has forward linkages wi~h 
electricity and gas distribution sector and therefore directly affects industrial 
activity in all manufacturing and non-manufacturing sectors. 

Electrical machinery and equipment product groups estimated net out put for 
1987/88 was Rs. 2805 million accounting for 12.1" of the engineering goods 
sector output. The combined imports of electrical goods and electronics goods 
stood at Rs. 3688 million in the same year. 

The estimated domestic demand for 1987-88 for Electrical machinery and 
equipment was Rs. 4856.6million, coupled with exports of Rs. 13.4'1'.illion the 
total demand for this product group works out at Rs. 4820 million for the 
year 1987/88. The NMC estimated demand for the year 1991/92 stands at Rs. 
7110 million whereas for 1994/95 NMC estimates place this figure at Rs. 9463 
million based on the estimates of the Expert Working on the Engineering 
Industry for the 7th Five Year Plan. 

ELECTRONIC GOODS 

The electronics industry is now considered most important for the economic 
growth of any country. Trends in electronics are of global importance as 
applications in this field have become forceful tools in building-up the modern 

information society. 

Jn Pakistan both public and private sectors are engaged in the manufacture 
of different types of electronic equipment. This industry is characterized by 
rapid technology changes and short product cycles. 

At present the electronics industry in Pakistan is primitive by international 
standards both in terms of manufacturing as well as product technologies. It 
manufacture.~ low quality high priced products behind a set of overly 

protective tariffs. 

The main activities in case of manufacturing technologies include forming and 
pressing, tool making, surface treatment, material handling, assembly 
inspection and testing, production planning, inventory control and quality 

assurance. 
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In case of communications equipment, digital telephone hand-sets are being 
introduced but an exchang""S use electro-mecha.,ical equipment. There is. 
however, great potential for development in the electronics industry because 
of the increasing demand both in the domestic and Middle East Markets. 

The estimated supply based on the Census of Manufacturing Industries 
( 1985-86) for 1987-88 stood at Rs. 752 million for this product group. The 
imports figure of Rs. 3688 however, include Electrical goods imports as well. 

On the demand side Electronic goods domestic demand was estimated at Rs. 
2374.1 million for the year 1987/88, coupled with exports of Rs. 0.9 million 
the total demand for 1987/88 stood at Rs. 2375 million. 

For 1991-92 the estimated demand figure for Electronic Goods stands at Rs. 
4152 million, whereas for 1994-95 this estimation goes upto Rs. 5526 million. 

TRANSPORT AND AGRICULTURAL EQUIPMENT 

The Transport and Agricultural Equipment sector of the Engineering Goods 
Industry involves the manufacture and production of passenger cars, four 
wheel drive vehicles, light and mini commercial vehicles, buses and trucks, two 
and three wheelers, bicycles, tractors, automotive components, earth moving 
and construction equipment as well as agricultural machinery and implements. 

Pakistan has been involved in the assembly and progressive manufacture of 
cars, commercial vehicles,four wheel drives, trucks, buses, etc. since early 
1950s. Oa an average 30-40" of the automotive parts for these vehicles are 
produced in the Country. Within the product group output from vehicle 
as.o;embly of motor cars, trucks and buses accounts for 41 percent of the total 
value of out-put, tractors production accounts for 38 percent, the balance 
being provided by the assembly an~ manufacture of motorcycles (14 percent) 
bicycles (3 percent) and railway carriages (4%) . 

Dependence on imported materials is highest for motor vehicles and railway 
carriages. Bicycles have the lowest import component with some 57% of 
materials being locally sourced. The main criticism raised about local raw 
materials concerns the quality of sheet steel from Pakistan Steel and tubing 
from local manufacturers. The general level of finish is not conducive to a 
high standard of final finish. 

The government's policy requires that manufacture of a number of capital 
goods and consumer durables can only be undertaken, to begin with, on the 
basis of a~sembly arrangements combined with progressive manufacture of 
components. 

The automobile industry is the largest user of sub- contractors. It is currently 
utilizing the facilities and capabilities of several hundred sub-contractors for 
procuring components required by original equipment manufacturers in this 
sector. 
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The value of local production for the Transport and Agricultural equipment 
product group for 1987-88 was Rs. 3007 million. Imports in the same year 
carried a value figure of Rs. 9,564 million. The total supply figure for the 
product group thus stood at Rs. 12,571 million in 1987-88. 

The demand figure including that of exports in the year 1987-88 stood at Rs. 
12,571 million. The projected demand for 1991-92 stands at Rs. 18,234million, 
whereas for 1994-95 this figure has been estimated at Rs. 24,389 million on 
the basis of the Expert Working Group Report for the 7th Five Year Plan. 

2.3 MBCHANICAL MACHINERY k EQUIPMENT 

In the following sub-sections a more detailed elaboration of the mechanical 
machinery and equipment sub-sector is being provided as the machine tools 
and other machinery which could be made utilizing the capability of PMTF 
fall under this sub-sector of the engint:ering goods industry. 

Mechanical machinery and equipment is an important segment of the 
engineering goods sector. It encompasses a wide range of machinery, 
processing plants and equipment of a basic nature which is essential for the 
economic development of any country. A self reliant and fast expanding 
economy can only be generated through the development of its capital goods 
industry which acts as a catalyst for all growth centres in the economy. 

Capital machinery, plant and equipment, machine tools and cutting tools, 
textile machinery, boilers and pressure vessels, turbines and generators, pumps 
and compressors, office equipment, leather machinery, paper mill machinery, 
printing machinery, food processing machinery, road construction machinery, 
agricultural implements, mining machinery, material handling equipment and 
a variety of allied industries form a part of this important sub-sector. 

The development of this sector in Pakistan has progressed at slow pace . 
During the second and third five year plans ( 1960-70) private sector came 
forward and established a number of units for producing textile machinery, 
cotton ginning plants, baling presses, machine tools, diesel engines, pumps, 
farm irrplements, parts for sugar mill machinery, cold storage and ice plants, 

flour and rice mills, etc .. 

The first engineering unit of a major significance the Karachi Shipyard and 
Engineering Works was set up in 1954. It was followed by Pakistan Machine 
Tool Factory in 1968 and Heavy Mechanical Complex in 1971. Heavy Foundry 
and Forge was set-up in 1977 and Pakistan Steel Mills was commissioned in 
March 1982. 

Manpower employed in this sub-sector both in the public and private sector 

is in excess of 200000. 

Details on some of the products included in this product group are gcven 

below. 
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DIBSEL ENGINF.S 

The total combined annual production capacity for slow speed diesel engines 
is estimated to be 14400 units coming from 160 manufacturing units. The 
demand for slow speed engines is gradually reducing. They are used mostly 
as stationery prime movers in small industries and agricultural farms. The high 
spttd diesel engines are manufactured by PECO and Bela Engineers Ud. The 
product range of stow speed, diesel engines covers from 6 HP to 70 HP. High 
speed diesel engines are produced with power rating of 5.5, 1.5, 9.7, 12, 16 
and 24 HP. The small high speed diesel engines arc finding increasing 
application in the agriculture sector with power rating upto 12 HP. 

METAL WORKING MACHINERY 

The import of machine tools has increased from Rs. 108 million (1989-90) to 
Rs. 259 million in 1990-91. Significant imports relate to items such as lathes, 
drilling machines, grinding machines, etc.. The local industry has a large 
capacity for producing basic machine tools. Installed capacities are, however, 
not being utiliud fully. Diversification into conventional products such as 
radial drilling machines, precision, cylindrical and universal grinders, etc. is 
necessary to meet the diversified market needs. 

TEXTILE MACHINERY 

The textile industry is the single largest industry in the Country. Good 
prospects exist for further expansion as Pakistan still exports large quantity of 
raw cotton, which may be processed and exported for increased returns. 

The demand for textile machinery is mainly met from imports. The imported 
machinery includes that for spinning, weaving, bleaching, dying, carding, 
hosiery, industrial sewing machines and spare parts for textile mills, etc.. A 
large section of the present import of textile machinery relates to parts and 
components. 

PUMPS & COMPRF.SSORS 

There are a number of manufacturers of centrifugal pumps with an installed 
capacity of 80,000 units. These include six big manufacturers of pumps 
namely, PECO, Climax, Ittefaq, Sultan, Javed and KSB. These units can 
manufacture pumps with heads upto 25 meters and discharge upto 125 liter 
per second. The present capacity utilization of this industry is not more than 
30 percent, whereas, the demand is more than the production. A large number 
c.•f pumps are presently imported either because they are for different 
industrial applications or because they are cheaper. The local industry needs 
to make an effort to diversify its products to include production of industrial 
pumps for the chemical, sugar, fertilizer and petrochemical industries. 
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There are few manufacturers of compressors despite heavy imports of air and 
gas compressors. The imports of parts of pumps is also substantial, reaching 
more than Rs. 100 million per year. 

2.3.5 TAPS, COCKS AND VALVPS 

2.3.6 

11Y.; present production is confined to low pressure valves. The imports are 
valued at Rs. 420 million for 1990-91 . There is a definite requirement of 
valves for medium and high pressures. 

HYDRAULICIPNBUMATIC SYSTBMSJCOMPONENTS 

Hydraulic/pneumatic equipments are the key dcments in automation. Even 
with the latest electronic controls the execution of machine element 
movements are either hydraulic or pneumatic. This has always been and is 
still the main means of applying power. 

The Expert Working Group report on Engineering Industry for the 7th Five 
Year Plan advocates linking of production of these systems and components 
to PMTF because of its precision manufacturing expertise and allied facilities. 
Hydraulic equipment basically consists of pumps, valves, cylinders, hydraulic 
motors, auxiliary equipment such as reservoir filters, heat transfer equipment, 
connectors and accumulators. 

Pneumatic equipment consist of compressors, receivers, valves, cylinders and 

pr.:umatic motors. 

2.3.7 REASONS FOR LOW CAPACITY UTILIZATION 

The Expert Working Group report for the 7th Plan gives the following 
reasons for low capacity utilii.ation in this sub-sector: 

0 Limited market size denying the benefit of economies of scale in 

production. 

o Dependence on imported raw materials and spares. 

o Resource constraint. 

o Unfair competition with similar imported goods. 

o Fiscal anomalies. 

o Dearth of ancillary industries. 

0 Shortage of skilled manpower and its continued migration to oil rich 

countries. 
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o Fast obsolescence of technology. 

o Import of plant and machinery which can be manufactured locally. 

o Import of light engineering goods under the personal baggage scheme. 

The follcwing are the demand projections shown in the EWG report for 7th 
five year plan for this product group. 

2.4 CONTRIBUllON OF 1111! ENGINBBRING INDUSTRY TO 
PAICISTAN•s ECONOMY 

The engineering goods sector produces goods which oontnl>ute to gross fixed 
capital formation in agriculture, industry, services sector and administration. 
The engineering industry plays a primary role in production of capital goods 
i.e. machine tools, complete process plants, construction equipment, and 
public works machinery. It also has a secondary role in the production of 
intennediate goods i.e. power generation, transmission and distribution 
equipment, iron and steel, petrochcmicaJ plants and a tertiary role in 
production of consumer goods e.g. foods, textiles, footwear and electrical 
component industries, etc. 

Unless the engineering goods sector is able to play its due role, development 
of the economy wilt remain in jeopardy. All manufacturing units depend 
entirely on the engineering goods industry for their demands of fixed assets. 
This sector consequently has to be rated as the backbone of future 
industrialization in the Country. Without self reliance in development of the 
engineering goods sector, both industrialization and mechanization of 
agriculture will become elusive goals. 

In the year 1987-88, Pakistan's GNP at current factor cost/price stood at Rs. 
649 billion approximately and its GDP amounted to Rs. 618 billion 
approximately. 

The manufacturing sector of which the engineering goods sector forms a part 
contributed Rs. 108 billion i.e.16.6~ of the total GNP and 17.4exi of the GDP 
respectively. 

The contribution of the engineering sector to the total GNP was, however, 
estimated at only 3.3 percent in the same year 1987-88. 

The engineering sector is also estimated to provide employment to over 
269,000 persons. 

The engineering goods sector in Pakistan has not d-:.veloped adequately and 
has lagged behind other sectors; consequently heavy reliance is still being 
placed on imports. The present import of engineering gcods is worth Rs. 40 
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billion for the year I 987-88 which depresses the balance of payments position 
against Pakistan. Accelerated progress of import substitution and development 
of engineering goods industry can reduce the current drain on foreign 

exchange resources. It is, therefore, essential to achieve as much self-reliance 

as is pcmible in the engineering srictor. 

Total sector imports for the last S years are given below in table 2-1 (Chart 

2-1) whneas sub sector imports are showa in table 2-2 (Chart 2-2). 

TA8LB 2-1 

(Rupee• Million) 

YEAR VALUE 

1938-89 Ra. 26596 
1989-90 Ra. 25436 
1990-91 Ra. 30193 

S~urce: Federal Bureau of Statistic• 

TABLB 2-2 

lllPOllTS OP' llAC11Im1' AllD PAJlTS 'DIDBOP' 

191,-17 TO 1990-91 

VALUE (RUPEES MILLIOlt) 

PRODUCTS 
1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 1989-90 1990-91 

MACHINE TOOLS 314 307 423 108 259 

PUMPS 261 244 395 309 295 

VALVES 284 266 365 326 420 

HAND TOOLS 34~ 297 366 319 378 

LEATHER MACHINERY 97 168 136 145 167 

SPINNING MACHINERY 340 755 2333 2433 3472 

WEAVING MACHINERY 296 686 459 1120 1978 

SPINNING MACHINE PAJ<TS 3 24 120 815 809 

WEAVING MACHINE PARTS 68 113 176 128 81 

ELECTRIC MOTORS/GENERAT 68 463 746 1165 1169 

SOURCE Federal Bureau of Stati•tica. 
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CHART 2-2 

IMPORTS OF MACHINERY AND PARTS 
1986-87 TO 1990-91 
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CHAPTER 3 

SURVEY REmJLTS 

INTRODUCTION 

A total of 150 establishments have been covered under this survey. The sun-ey 
comprisat 18 automotive assemblers and auto repair workshops. 15 
manufacturers of pumps and valves, 17 manufacturers of machine tools. 12 
manufacturers of electrical goods. n manufacturers of cutlery and surgical 
goods, 15 manufacturers and importers of hand tools, n textile manufacturing 
units, 11 manufacturers of leather goods machinery and leather goods, 4 DAs. 
l 0 importers of new machine tools and 4 importers of secondhand machinery 
(Chart 3-1). A table showing details of the coverage including city and 
sector-wise distribution of respondents has already been placed in Chapter -
l (Table 1-1). 

The criteria for selection of respondents and other considerations that were 
kept in view in this connection have been discussed in detail in Chapter- I 
under section 1.3 i.e. Survey Design and Methodology. Some important 
aspects are again being discussed here for the sake of continuity. 

The survey was conducted at various locations to ensure proper stratification 
alongwith obtaining responses in clusters as the various industrial units were 
located. A representative number was visited at each location. The 
establishments selected were mostly medium to large size representative 
establishments having significant turnover within their respective sub-sectors. 
Choice of respondents was made through careful selection from lists of 
manufacturers associations, Special Technical Ccll's(Govcmment of Pakistan) 
vendor directory, trade directories, etc .. In the absence of reliable secondary 
data providing detailed breakups, the determination of statistical population 
with reasonable accuracy for various sub-sectors was also not possible . 
Accordingly, figures given under subsequent sections, indicating percentage of 
the statistical population covered, have been based on estimates. 

Jn order to ensure accuracy of data gathered, administration of the 
questionnaire was through face to face interviews which were conducted by 
NMC through deployment of its in-house consultants from the engineering 
and marketing disciplines. A system of daily retrieval of questionnaires was 
obscr-.. cd during the entire field survey to closely monitor the field work. A~ 
a result of these and other measures adopted to ensure data accuracy all the 
data, except for that on production and sales which some of the respondent~ 
provided with reluctance, is quite accurate and reliable. 
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CHART 3-1 

COMPOSITION OF SURVEY 
RESPOND ENIS 

Machine Tools Manf (11%) 
Pumps&: Valves Manf (10%) 

FJectrical Goods Manf (8%) 

- Auto Assemblers&: R ( 12%) 

Cutlery&: Surgical G (15%) 
Secondhand Machine (3%) 

New Machine Tools Im (7%) 

Hand Tools Manf (10%) DF1s(3%) 

Leather goods &: MIC Manf (7%) 

Textile Maqnuf (15%) 

... 
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SECTOR-WISE RF.SULTS 

SURVEY OF MANUFACTIJRP.RS OF PUMPS 

In all 10 units manufacturing pumps were surveyed. Results of the survey are 
summarized in the following paragraph3. It is estimated that the sample covers 
I 0 to 15" of the installed capacity for manufacture of pumps in the medium 
to high capacity range. In terms of turnover contn"butioo of the surveyed units 
may still be higher. 

MAetmi."ERY INST ALI.ED 

Main machinery being used by the pump manufacturers comprise Capstan 
Lathes, Centre Lathes, Die Casting Machines, Shot Blasting Machines, CNC. 
Lathe Machines and Drill Machines. 

TYP£S OF ftJAU'S BEING ~IANUFACTURED AND ANNUAL PPODUCTION 

Pumps of the following types in sizes ranging from 2 inch to 20 inch bore are 
being manufactured in Pakistan. Total production of the respondents for the 
last year is given below for each category of pumps. 

TULB 3-1 

TYPES 5 P•ODUCTIOll or PUMPS Br 'DIE SAMPLE UllITS 

Type 

Centrifugal 
Subcner•ible 
Dewelet Turbine 
Multi Stage 
Submer•ible 
Gear 
Pi•ton 
Injection 
Mono Block 

Material 

cast Iron 
Stainless Steel 
Cast Iron 

cast Iron 
Ca•t Iron 
Mild Steel 
Cast Iron 
Ca•t :::ron 

Source : NMC Survey 

IMPORTS 

Total Annual 
Production(Unit) 

34,958 
1,300 

12,000 

301 
1,050 

23,926 
11,297 

619 

Import of pumps and their parts for the last five years are given at Table 2-2 
(Chart 3-2). The average for this period works out at Rs. 301 million per year. 
During this period the import touched its peak in 1988-89 when the figure wa~ 
Rs. 395 million. Whereas, it was Rs. 295 mitlion during 1990-91. Thi!i ~how!i 
that there exists substantial scope for local manufacture of pumps even from 
the point view of import substitution. Pump types imported comprise mainly 
of ccntrif ugal and rotary pumps. Other types imported inciude fuel. 
lubricating/coo?ing and concrete pumps. 
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USERS OF PUMPS 

On the basis of the survey the average sector-wise distribution of locally 
manufactured pumps among various users has been determined. Water and 
power sector with 254' share is the largest user followed by Chemical Sector 
which has a share of 17". Cement and sugar industries use 8% of the locally 
produced pumps, whereas, the share of Oil and Gas Sector is 3 % . Another 
18% are used by domestic and agricultural sectors while the balance 29% 
goes to other small sectors (Chart 3-3). 

COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS 

The survey shows that current import of pumps is 1;mited to those of 
specialized design like boiler feed pumps, mainly because of sped fie 
metallurgy of these pumps and limited demand. 

Sub-contracting of parts to vendors amongst pump manufacturers is limited 
as they prefer to do it all by themselves, however, parts such as impclkr... 
shafts, rubber parts and simple castings are being sub-contracted. 

Imported parts being used are mainly ball bearings and mechanical seals. 

Load shedding, labor absenteeism and quality control have been found to be 
the main problem areas for pump manufacturers. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Centrifugal pumps in 2 to 8 inches size with cast iron volute casing and 
submersible pumps in 2 to 4 inches size of stainless steel construction have a 
potential demand which PMTF can meet. The unit prices vary from Rs. 800 
to Rs. I0,000 and 5,000 units of centrifugal type and 100 units of the 
submersible type can be annually marketed by PMTF . 

SURVEY OF VALVE MANUFACTURERS 

Initially, onl} manufacturers of valves were covered by the survey. However, 
since a significant portion of the local demand is being met through imports, 
the survey was later extended to cover some valve importers also to get a 
proper idea of the demand being met through imports. A total of 5 
manufacturers and 3 importers of valves were surveyed. Of the 5 valve 
manufacturers, 3 units were also manufacturing pumps. It is estimated that 
based upon turnover the sample covers 15 to 20% of the locally manufactured 
valves and 5 to 10% of the imported valves. 

MACHINERY INSTALLED: 

Main machines installed by va1ve manufacturers include Capstan, Turret and 
CNC Lathes, Die Casting machines, Shot Blasting machines and Drill 
machines. 
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SECTOR-WISE DISTYRIBUTION OF LOCALLY 
MANUFACTIJRED PUMPS AMOUNG MAJOR USERS 

Chemical Sector (17.0%) 
Water&. Power Sector (25.0%) 

Cement&. Sugar Ind (8.0%) 

Oil &. Gas Sector (3.0%) 

Domestic&. Agricultural (18.0%) 
Small Sectors (29.0%) 
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TYPES OF VALVES BEING MANUFACTURED: 

Valves of the following types in sizes ranging from 2 to 20 inches bore are 
being manufactured by the respondents in given quantities annually: 

TABLB 3-2 

TYPES ~ PltODUC'rlOll OP VALVES BY SAllPLB UllITS 

TYPE MATERIAL TOTAL ANNUAL 
PRODUCTION 

Gate Cast Iron 50,000 

Ball cast Iron Body 80,700 

Globe Special Steel, Cast Body 3,300 

Foot Gun Metal, Bronze 12,500 

check Gun Metal, Brass 5,000 

Flex cast Iron 1,300 

Source: NMC Survey 

IMPORTS 

Imports of valves for the last five years are given at Table 2-2 (Chart 3-4). 
The figures show an increasing trend with an average growth rate of around 
12%. The average annual import during the period works out at Rs. 332 
million. During 1990-91 taps, cocks, and valves worth Rs. 420 million were 
imported. Significant among these were check valves, pressure reducing valves 
and gate valves. High import figures are indicative of the fact that local 
manufacture of valves hitherto not being manufactured in desired quality or 
specification represents a viable proposition. 

COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS 

Half to 2 inches threaded globe valve of Brass and Carbon steel, 2 · .1 6 inches 
cast iron ball valve, 2 to 12 inches cast steel gate valves, 1/2 to 24 inches cast 
iron gate valves and 112 to 12 inches globe valve.~ of cast steel and cast iron 
are the valves mainly being imported for the industrial sector. 

According to the survey results the water and power sector is the larges! 
single sector utilizing on the average 20% of the locally manufactured valves. 
Then comes the chemical sector which utilizes 18% followed by the oil and 
gas sector which utilizes 12 % of the locally produced valves. The share of 
sugar and cement sector is 9% while the balance 41 % arc being utilized hy 
various smaller sectors (Chart 3-5). 

Locally manufactured v<.lves do not incorporate any major imported parts. 
Sub-contracting of parts though not very common among the valve 
manufacturers is being practiced. Parts such as seat, spindle wheel and base 
are the ones most commonly being sub-contracted. 
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SECTOR-WISE DISTRIBUTION OF LOCALLY 
MANUFACIURED VALVE.S AMOUNG MAJOR USERS 

Chemical Sector (1&0%) 

Oil & Gas Sector (120%) 

Sugar & Cement Sect (9.0%) 

Other Small Sector ( 41.0%) 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Gate/globe valve of cast iron in 2 to 8 inches size, Ball valves of carbon steel 
in 2 to 8 inches size and Steam Trap valves of carbon steel in 112 to 2 inches 
size can be taken up for manufacture by PMTF. Because of the simp1e 
technology and minimal investment requirement the respective annual 
production figures will be 4000, 6000, 3000 units respectively. Further since 
an these products can be placed in the open market the marketing will not 
pose a problem. 

SURVEY OF CUTLl!RY 
MANUFACTURERS 

AND SURGICAL GOODS 

The cutlery and surgical goods manufacturing sector is an important sector 
which besides meeting local demand is earning valuable foreign exchange 
through exports of products. From the point of view of machinery utilization, 
it is an important sector which makes extensive use of machine tools and 
other production machinery. A total of 22 manufacturing units were surveyed 
in this sector which is estimated to cover around 20% of the installed capacity 
for the sector. 

MACHINERY INSTALLED 

The machinery found to be installed at cutlery and surgical goods 
manufacturing units comprised Milling machines, Lathes, Friction Screw 
Presses, Hydraulic Presses, Power/Mechanical Presses. Sand Blasting 
machines, Copying machines, etc .. 

A total of 22 manufacturing units were surveyed in the cutlery and surgical 
goods sectors. A summary of the type of machines together with their source 
is presented in Table 3-3 (Chart 3-6). 

TABLE3-3 

MClllES llSTAlUD _, IDllTIT Of ClllGll 
MLOY Me UGICM. G1111>S SECTCll 

Machines Total U.IC GerMnY U.S.A 

Lethe 63 08 01 . 
Milling 173 49 25 37 

friction Press 20 02 03 . 
Hydr1ullc Press 20 . . . 
Mechanic1l Pre~~ 85 . 10 01 

Sond 8l1sting M/C 11 06 01 02 

Copying Machine 07 06 01 . 
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CHART 3-6 

DISTRIBUTION OF MACHINES INSTALLED IN 
1HE SAMPLE FOR SURGICAL&. ClITLERY GOODS 

Germany (14.2%) 

U.SA (12.9%) 

-
China (5.5%) 

Pakistan ( 49.5%) 
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Source: 

"8chfnes Tot•l U.lt Ge..-,, U.S.A CllfN P.tistmn 

Ultr• Sanlc .,c 31 08 19 04 

Sh8f'H" "8ch ine 17 08 09 

Forging •-rs 27 02 16 09 

She11ring "8ctlines 03 01 02 

TOTAL 457 82 65 59 25 226 

-= SUrvey 

Table 3-3 shows that Pakistani machines are the highest in ,·umber (226) 
followed by machines form UK, Germany, USA and China in that order. It 
also shows that for this sector milling machines are highest in number (17.3). 
followed by mechanical presses (85) and Lathe machines (53). 

SPARE PARTS REQUIREMENT 

Spare parts requirement of the cutlery and surgical goods manufacturers is 
presently being met mostly through imports. Some of these parts such as ball 
and roller bearings, drill chucks and seals are being sourced locally, whereas. 
major components such as spares for ultra~nic equipment, quality electronic 
switches, rolls for cold drawing, thermostats, heater elements, specialized 
grinding wheels, etc. are being imported. Among the locally manufactured 
items, gears for variable machines, lathe chucks, air and oil filters and ball 
bearings are the main items. 

COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS 

Manufacturers of cutlery and surgical goods have a feeling that almost all 
machinery and equipment presently in their use can be manufactured locally. 
In fact most of the machinery and spares are already being manufactured but 
their quality is not upto the required standard. 

Another problem with the small manufacturers is financing. The 
manufacturers feel that this sector has great potential and with induction of 
better technology and some more capital both quality of products and 
production capacity of the sector can be raised. The manufactures are 
interested in purchase of machinery on credit. 

Machinery/equipment which seem to hold potential for local manufacture for 
this sector include the following: 

o Rotary Grinding/Polishing Machines; 
o Ultra!IOOic Cleaning Units; and 
o Vacuum Heat Treatment Unit. 

A study may be undertaken to assess viability of local manufacture of the 
above machinery/equipment. The most demanded machine for this sector, 
which at present is only available at Medisporex (Pvt.) Ltd., Sialkot, is the 
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vibratory polishing machine. Two unit of this U.K made machine were 
purchased in 1990 for 42,000 Pounds (Rs. 2, 100,000). 

Another suggestion given by the manufacturers in this sector is that local 
machinery manufacturers should provide training support to machinery 
users/buyers. 

CONO.USIONS 

Vibratory polishing machine and ultra.sonic cleaning machine can be taken up 
for manufacture in the medium term manufacturing plan of PMTF. Both 
machines are regularly required by this sector and 10 to 15 units of each can 
be readily marketed on an ann!J31 basis. This exercise will be of a strategic 
nature to make other products available to PMTF which will help reduce the 
burden from established products in time of need. 

SURVEY OF MACHINE TOOL MANUFACTURERS 

An extensive survey of the machine tool manufacturing industry has been 
undertaken which covered most machine tool manufacturers of repute. Special 
attention has been paid to this sector, being the one in which PMTF has a 
major stake. Few other machines outside the classification of machine tools 
have also been discussed under this section since they comprise the product 
mix of machine tool manufacturers in many cases. It is estimated that the 
selected sample covers 15-20% of the installed capacity for manufacture of 
machine tools within the country. 

PRODUCTS BEING MANUFACTURED AND ANNUAL PRODUCTION 

A summary of the information on products being manufactured, broad 
specifications and total production for the year 1991-92 by the machine tool 
manufactures surveyed is given at Table 3-4. The survey covered 17 medium 
and large size manufacturing units of machine tools. 

TABLE 3-' 

TYPE ~ PRODUCTION or MACHINE TOOL MANUFACTURERS 

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION PRODUCT IO-;-i 
1991-92 

Lathe Machines 5'-8" to 9' 2" 247 

Shapers --- 23 

Drill Machines 1/4" to 2" Drill 221 

Power Hack Saws 12" to 18" Blade 68 

Bench Grinders 6" to 10" Disc 150 
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TAllLB 3-& 

••• continued 

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION PRODUCTION 
1991-92 

Shearing Machines 2ft to 12ft,3/8" thick 15 

Vertical Boring --- 3 
Machines 

Mainline Earing --- 4 
Machines 

Surf ace rs --- 6 

Drum Turning Machines --- 5 

Axle Housing Turning --- 1 Set 
Machine 

Mechanical Power Press 1 to 250 Tons 15 

Flywheel Bending Hand --- 3 
Press 

Hydraulic Presses 200 lbs to 10,000 lbs 1 

Friction Pr2ssea To Cut l" thick Sheet 6 

crank Grinders --- 12 

Wood Working Machines: Different Specs 32 
Planner, Surfacer, 
Band saw, Jointer 
Drill Machine, 
Combined Thickness & 
surface Machine, 
Thickness Chisel, 
Sliding Cutter 
Spindle Holding m/c • 

Volume-wise the production is largest for lathe machines (247) followed by 
drill machines (221), bench grinders (150) and power hack saws (68). Other 
products having significant production are pre.1;ses, wood working machines, 
shapers, shearing machines and crank grinders. 

USERS OF MACHINE TOOLS 

On the average, the buyers of machine tools as it has emerged from the 
survey are, industry to the extent of 35 %, government institutions 15 3 and 
workshops 50 % (Chan 3-7). 

In the case of power presses, bending and shearing machines, the buyers arc 
mainly fan manufacturers, cutlery and surgical goods manufacturers and 
refrigeration equipment manufacturers. 

Buyers for wood working machinery are mainly sports goods and furniture 
manufacturers and builders/ developers in the housing sector. Buyer for 
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CHART 3-7 

SHARE OF MAJOR BUYER GROUPS FOR LOCALLY 
MANUFACIURED MACHINE TOOLS 

Government lnstituti (15.0%) 

Workshop (50.0%) 
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po~-cr hack saws arc Industry to the extent of 35 ", Workshops 60 3 and 
government agencies 5 ". 

PARTS BEING SUB-CONTRACTED 

Sub-contracting of parts is not the normal policy of 50 ~ of the machine lool 
manufacturers interviewed. Others were not only getting various parts 
manufactured through sub-contracting but were also extending all possible 
assistance to their vendors. 

Such Vendor Supplied parts include cast iron frames for lathes, power presses 
and wood working machines, table tops for wood working machines, r to 4" 
(dia) shafts, spindles, forgings, small castings, gears, bearings & bushes, 3 & 
4 way chucks, drill bits, electrical items and flywheels for power presses and 
machine tools. 

On an overall basis, 80 % of the respondents had no plans to subcontract any 
parts other than what they had already given. The remaining 20 3 showed 
interest in manufacture of gears, piston pins and shaft spindles through 
sub-contracting. 

IN-HOUSE CAPABILITIES 

Most of the machine total manufacturers are making machines to their own 
designs, accordingly it was not surprising that 90% of the respondents 
indicated presence of an in-house designing capability. Furthermore 85 3 of 
the respondents indicated presence of an in-house machining facility meeting 
their requirements. Heat treatment facilities were available with 50% of the 
manufacturers while 44% had an in-house casting facility. Least common was 
an in-house die- casting facility which was present in case of only 12 3 of the 
respondents. 

PROBLEM AREAS 

The average capacity urilii.ation for the selected group of machine tool 
manufacturers works out to be 69 % . The factors mainly responsible for under 
utilization of the available capacity as determined from the survey are lahor 
absenteeism, shortage of skilled labor, frequent power breakdowns, load 
shedding and shortage of funds for working capital. 

Marketing related problems also existed in a number of cases which included 
inadequate product promotion, problems of distribution which was reported 
by 13 3 of the respondents and problems of low margins and stiff price 
competition reported by 67 % of the respondents. 

Another major problem reported was undue and too much interference of the 
government departments/ functionaries in the day-to-day affairs of 
manufacturers creating obstacles in their smooth functioning. 
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IMPACT OF IMPORTED USED MACHINE TOOLS 

The survey has also tried to make an assessment of the impact that import of 
used machine tools has on the domestic machine tool manufacturing industry. 

It was found that the import of used machine tools, re-conditioned locally 
before their deployment, has dropped since 1989-90 after problems of repairs 
and spare parts for these machines became more pronounced. Tnere is a 
general feeling among the machine tool manufacturers that import of 
sec.-ond-hand machine tools had tittle or no affect on local manufacture of 
machine tools. 

A small section of the respondents was, however, of the view that the import 
has affected local industry in atleast two ways. Firstly, suppressing local 
market through satisfying a portion of the demand and secondly, slowing down 
the development of machine tool industry towards the high-tech end. 

Reconditioned imported machines reportedly, as compared to locally 
manufactured machines are usually cheaper though in some cases they arc 
also equal or even higher in price. However these machines, provided 
properly re-conditioned, give better quality than locally manufactured 
machines. 

EXPORT OF MACHINE TOOLS FORM PA KIST AN 

Mainly because most of the respondents compri5ed upper segment of the 
industry, results of the survey show that products from 60 % of the 
respondents have been exported at some point in time. However, in one-third 
of these cases, export was done by a third party since the manufacturer 
himself did not have the capability to procure and manage export business. 
Table 3-5 gives a breakup of the export sales based on products and countries . 

Table 3-5 

EJ:PORTS OP' MACBINB TOOLS FROM PUISTAl'f 

PRODUCT EXPORTED TO: 

Lathe Machines Saudi Arabia, Dubai, oman, 
Other Middle Eastern Countries 

Drill Machines Middle Eaet 

Shaper Middle East 

Power Hack Saws Gulf, S1tudi Anbia 

Power Presses Bangladesh, Saudi Arabia, Abu 
Dhabi, etc •• 

----
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TABLB 3-5 

••• Cont;inaed 

S.NO PRODUCT EXPORTED TO: 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

Hydraulic Presses Sri !.anka 

Shearing Machines Abu Dhabi 

Spindle Planer Saudi Arabia 

Surface Planer Saudi Arabia 

Milling Machine Saudi Arabia 

Drum Turning Machine Middle East 

Respondents have a feeling that there are bright prospects for export of 
machine tools from Pakistan to Gulf and Middle Eastern markets besides 
other less developed countries such as Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and African 
countries. Following are the problems which have been obstructing 
exploitation of the export market to a greater extent as stated by the 
respondents: 

o Lengthy export procedures and local manufacturers lack of knowledge 
about these. 

o Lack of export marketing know how and facilities. 

o Insufficient information about export markets and their requirements. 

o Financial and capacity constraints. 

The limitations as described above can be removed by undertaking a survey 
of the export markets like Middle East, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and Africa 
countries. This will result in more specific information becoming available to 
PMTF on the basis of which it will be able to export its products on the one 
hand and side by side derive the advantage of utilizing the export proceeds to 
support its imports. Since PMTF is manufacturing precision machines other 
markets like Iran and Turkey can be aggressively pursued for exports. In this 
connection PMTF can collaborate with the Export Promotion Bureau for 
single manufacturer exhibitions in the stated markets or take part in specific 
engineering goods exhibitions in the markets mentioned above. 

COMMENTS AND SUGGESrlONS 

Respondents were asked about their future plans regarding addition of any 
new products. Only 15 % had such plans and the products being considered 
were wood working machines and speciali1.ed machines such as crank shaft 
grinders. They were also not in favor of sub-contracting parts to any puhlic 
sector company which they think besides being more expensive, would cause 
delays. 
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It was suggested by the respondents that PMTF may explore the manufacture 
of pneumatic tools. compressors. drill bits and 3-way chucks for machine tools. 
It was further suggested that the government may not allow import of used 
machinery except by an industrial user directly. 

Improvement in product quality through more stringent quality control and 
research/development and a more systematic approach towards marketing and 
sales. inter-alia. are the needs of this industry deserving higher priority. 

CONCLUSIONS 

PMTF was established to manufacture machine tools primarily as such 
product diversification should include extension into machine tool line which 
is diverse from current production. A number of machines which are !n 
demand and being imported like surface grinding. horizontal boring. gear 
hobbing. radial drilling, broaching, gear grinding, CNC and transfer machines 
should be manufactured by PMTF because it can meet the quality 
requirements and produce machines equivalent to the imported ones. PMTF 
should take pains to retain its name. 

SURVEY OF MACHINE TOOL IMPORTERS 

Machine tools being imported in the Country can be divided into two broad 
classes viz those imported in the new (un-used) condition and those imported 
in second-hand (used) condition. These are being dealt separately in the 
following sections; 

PRODUCTS BEING IMPORTED - NEW 

A survey of 10 importers of un-used machine tools show that Lathe machines 
(Italy, Germany, Switzerland), Milling machines (UK, Germany, Switzerland) • 
Drilling machines (Japan, Germany, Switzerland), Grinding machines 
(Germany, Switzerland) and Spark Erosion machines (EDM) are the 
machines most commonly being imported. 

Other machinery and equipment in demand include Generators being 
imported form Japan, UK and Italy; Diesel and Petrol engines being imported 
mostly from Japan. Compressors, Leather products making machines and 
machines for hosiery and garment industries are also being imported from 
Japan. 

Import of machine tools for the last five years are given at Table 2·2 (Chart 
3-8). The machines mainly being imported include Lathe machines, Milling 
machines, Grinding and Surface Grinding machines, Planing and Shaping 
machines and Boring machines. The import figures show a mixed trend, 
however, if 1989-90 is disregarded, being an un- representative year where 
there was an unusual drop, the annuai average import works to around Ri;. 
32.5 million. This shows that there i~ still a substantial scope in the local 
manufacture of machine tools even from the point of import substitution. 
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PRODUCTS BEING IMPORTED - SECOND HAND 

Lathe machines (3-32 ft.), Milling machines, Shapers, Hobbing machines, 
Shear Cutters, Boring machines, Copy Milling machines and Four-in-one 
Combination Lathe machines (i.e. Lathe, Milling, Shaper and Drill) are being 
imported in used/secondhand condition. On the basis of our survey 60% of 
these machines come from UK, 30% from Germany and 10% from Japan. 

Total import of the above machines by the 4 importers covered during the 
survey were 42 Lathes, 13 Milling machines, 16 Shapers, 7 Hobbing machines, 
15 Shear Cutters, 13 Boring machines, 3 Combination Lathe machines and I 
Copy Milling machine. 

USERS OF IMPORTED MACHINE TOOLS 

On the basis of our survey it has been found that machine tools imported 
brand new are being used by the industry to the extent of 55 % , by institutions 
(both private and public) to the extent of 35%, while the balance 10% of the 
imported machines are being used by the workshops. 

Major buyers include SUPARCO, Karachi Shipyard, Pakistan Steel, PIA. 
PAF, Pakistan Army, HMC, Atomic Energy Commission, Pakistan Ordinance 
Factories,and other oublic and private sector industries. 

Buyers of used machines are workshops and manufacturing units to the extent 
of 50% each. Second hand machines are sold on "as is where is" basis and 
reconditioning is arranged by the buyers themselves. 

COMMENTS AND SUGGESflONS: 

Importers of machine tools feel that PMTF and PECO are making Pakistan's 
best machine tools however, the prices of these machines are more than the 
value they can deliver. These machines are simpler and preferable for average 
and above average quality work but are not trusted for high quality work for 
which customers demand imported machines and are willing to pay much 
higher prices. 

Importers of used machine tools held the view that re- conditioned machines 
are better in quality and cheaper in price than all types of locally 
manufactured machines. 

Some respondents did admit that most of the used machines they import are 
obsolete and out-dated from European standards. They also believe that the 
refurbished machines perform to the extent of 40-50% of similar new 
machines though in some cases the claim was upto 75 % . 

There is no major problem facing used machinery importers except the longer 
waiting time in case of few machines of specific design. 
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Apart from the above stated machines the following machines are also being 
imported in good quantities: 

0 Surface Grinding machines 
0 Horizontal Boring machines 
0 Gear Hobbing machines 
0 Radial Drilling machines 
0 Broaching machines 
0 Gear Grinding machines 
0 Transfer machines 
0 CNC Machine Tools 

It is the considered opinion of the experts in the filed that the above machines 
are more suited for production at PMTF since they possess in-house 
capabilities to undertake all the jobs related to their manufacture. Design and 
development work will be required, however, this should not consume much 
time since with a little strengthening of its existing design section PMTF will 
be able to produce the required designs so as to place these products in the 
market within a time span of 6-12 months. Simultaneous with design and 
development, once the production of any of the above machines has been 
firmed up, a promotion campaign will need to be run to make the prospective 
consumers aware of the forthcoming production. This will ensure consumer 
interest and receipt of orders and will help PMTF in balancing its production 
programme accordingly. 

SURVEY OF HAND TOOL MANUFACTURERS 
IMPORTERS 

& 

The objective to cover hand tools was to study the machinery and equipments 
being used by the respondents from the point of view of their manufacture at 
PMTF. A total of 15 establishments were covered of which 8 were 
manufacturers and the remaining were importers of hand tools. The units 
covered are estimated to cater for about 15-20% of the locally manufactured 
hand tools. 

PRODUCTS REING MANUFACTURED AND IMPORTED 

The hand tools being manufactured locally as gathered from the survey arc 
Tool Kits, Ring Spanners, Open End Spanners, Screw Wrenches, Hammers, 
Agricultural Equipments, Wheel Wrenches, Plug Spanners, Socket Wrenches, 
Pliers, Chisels, Planers, Spindle Molders, Bend Saws, Chain Morticers, ere .. 
Total Production of hand tools by the respondents for the years 1990-91 and 
1991-92 is given in Table 3-6 
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TABLB-3-6 

TOTAL PRODUCTION OF llAllD TOOLS BY USPOHDBNTS 

ITEM 1991-92 1990-91" 

Tools for Lineman (Rs.) 3,50,000 -
Tools for Fitter (RB.) 6,50,000 3,00,000 

Tools for Carpenter (Rs.) 10,90,000 50,45,000 

Small Hand Tools (Rs.) 50,00,000 70,00,000 

Hanners (Numbers) 10,000 8,000 

Wheel Wrench (Numbers) 60,000 50,000 

Spark Plug Wrench (Numbers) 90,000 87,000 

Socket WrPnch (Numbers) 1,98,000 1,50,0CO 
Open End Wrench (Numbers) 50,000 45,000 

Combination Pliers(Numbers) 90,000 45,000 

Chisel (Kg.) 75,000 45,000 

Planers (Numbers) 124 120 

Spindle Molders (Numbers) 80 80 

Bend saws (Numbers) 125 125 

Chain Morticers (Numbers) 06 04 

Sizers (Numbers) 24 20 

source: NMC Survey 

• Where nothing else is mentioned figure represent No. 
of units. 

IMP'.>RTS 

Imports of hand tools for the last five years have been shown at Table 2-2 
(Chart 3-9). The average annual import for this period works out to Rs. ]41 
million while it was at Rs. 378 million for the year 1990-91. Such a large 
import figure signifies that there exist potential for local manufacture of more 
and more hand tools, and in tum for manufacture and marketing of machines 
for this sector. 

USERS OF HAND TOOLS 

Hand tools find a very wide application, this include industries, workshops. 
garages, government and private sector concerns, etc .. An attempt was made 
to estimate some sort of a distribution of the product among various types of 
users, however, from the responses received no clear picture could emerge. 

MACHINERY INSTALLED 

Mainly due to the fact that the products being manufactured by this sector are 
small and simpler products of average to below average quality, the machines 
being in use are mainly general purpose machines tools. This included Lathes, 
Milling machines, Drilling machines, Power and Hydraulic Presses and 
Forging Hammers. The manufacturers mostly had small setups with an 
in-house heat treatment facility. Bulk of the machines in use are loct1lly 
manufactured or imported second-hand machines. Details of the mt1in 
machines possessed by the 8 manufacturers surveyed comprised 9 Lathes, 12 
Milling machines, 16 Mechanical Presses, 3 Hydraulic Presses and 7 Forging 
Hammers. 3-23 
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Main problems being faced by the manufacturers are in the area of qualiry 
and price. The industry is facing stiff competition from imports mainly from 

China. S. Korea and Taiwan. 

Smuggling of goods has further aggravated the prob!em. 

Other problems of the industry are sub-standard raw materials, load shedding. 
non-supply of Sui Gas and low profit margin. 

Some manufacturers have plans to produce electrically operated tools. dieo;cl 
generators and agricultural equipments. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Hand tools though required in large quantities have a low unit price and the 
local production has to compete with illegal imports at dumping prices these 
products are therefore not considered suitabie for addition to PMTF's product 
line. This sector was basically studied to review its machine tool requirements. 
however. the machine tools found to be in use were mainly the same as have 
already been discussed in section 3.2.4. 

SURVEY OF TEXTILE INDUSTRY: 

Survey of the textile sector covered 22 units of which 8 were weaving units, 
9 were spinning units and 5 were composites having both spinning and 
weaving facilities. Total spindles surveyed were 432,000 and total looms 
surveyed were 2,565_ Based on the figures given in the Pakistan Statistical 
Yearbook. the total number of textile manufacturing units reporting 
production during 1990-91 have been estimated as 265. The reported working 
capacity is 5,200,000spindles and 9,000 looms. As such the selected sample 
covers around 8 % of the existing spinning capacity and around 28 % of the 
existing weaving caJ>eJ.city. 
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Other machines employed by the industry in substantial number include 
drilling and boring machines. shearing machines, grinding (bench, surface and 
cylindrical) machines, milling machines, injection molding and die casting 
machines, etc. Table 3-12 furnishes a detailed list of the main machines 
alongwith their numbers for the 12 electrical goods manufacturers surveyed. 

TABLB 3-12 

SURVEY OP' ELBCTlllCAL GOODS llMIUP'ACTU1lZRS 
MAIR PllODUCTIOll MAClllDS EMPLOYED 

S.NO. MACHINE NUMBER OF UNITS 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 

17. 

Lathe Machines 
Hydraulic Presses 
Power Pres11es 
Eccentric & Friction Presses 
Drill Machines 
Boring Machines 
Shearing Machines 
Hilling Machines 
Copy Hilling Machines 
Grinding Machines 
cylindrical Grinders 
Shaper a 
Planers 
Power Hack Saws 
Pressure Die Casting Machines 
Plastic Injection Holding 
Machines 
S~ark Erosion M~chines 

195 
40 

136 
84 

155 
12 
27 
26 

2 
36 
15 
10 

5 
6 

15 

20 
2 

------·------------------------------ .._ ____ ----·---------
Source: NHC Survey 
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SPARE PARTS REQUIREMENT OF THE TEXTll.E INDUSl"RY 

Table 3-7 presents a summary of the spare parts requirement of the wca,·ing 
units compiled on the basis of responses received from 13 weaving. units. The 
parts along with their prices have been listed in the order of frequency tlf 
their requirement. These parts get damaged during normal operations. 

TABLE 3-7 

WEAVIMO SPAUS COMMOllLY ltBPJ.ACBD 

PART NITS/!R/LOOH AVERAGE PRICE/ 
NIT (RS) 

Heald Wire 720 0.10 to 0.25 
Bobbin 60 3.5 
Side Lever 10 250 
Picker 10 25 
Siluttles 9 75 to 125 
Picking Stick 5 250 
Buffer 4 40 
Movable Blade 2 ;o 

Source: NHC Survey 

Though all these spares are being manufactured locally the main source is still 
import from China except for Heald Wire which is also being imported from 
Italy. Locally manufactured Bobbins, Pickers, Picking Sticks and Buffers arc 
also increasingly being used by the industry as the quality of these items is 
gradually improving. Use of low quality spares results in greater breakage and 
in tum in increased down-times. Normal average cost of spares per loom per 
year as estimated from the survey is Rs.5500 to Rs.6000. 

Summary of spare parts requirements for the spinning sector compiled on the 
basis of responses received from 14 spinning units is presented at Table 3-8. 
The requirements have been worked out on a 12,500 spindles plant basis. 
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Respondents have expressed their desire to procure additional production 
machmery both to expand the production capacity and to add new products. 
This include injection molding machines, lathes and milling machines, power 
presses, grinders, CNC and Copy milling machines and automatic winding 
machines. 

Demand for motors for special applications such as submersible pump motors 
and higher rating motors is presently being met through imports. Local 
manufacture of these motors is a potential area for PMTF to explore. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The demand for special type electric motors goes hand in hand with the 
demand for pumps as such the manufacture of KC type horizontal Jn(ltors and 
submersible motors coupled with the respective pumps will provide a 
composite product for the market. Four thousand units of the horizontal 
motor and 400 units of the submersible motor can be annually produced hy 
PMTF. 

SURVEY OF AUTOMOTIVE ASSEMBLERS 

Most of the automotive assemblers in the Country producing motorcycles, 
passenger cars, light commercial vehicles (LCVs), trucks, bu~cs and 
agricultural tractors have been covered by the survey. The main ohjcclivc wa" 
to determine the existing and potential demand for automotive component<; 
keeping in view the deletions already achieved and targets/plans hcing 
pursued by the assemblers for the future. 

Among the motorcycle assemblers Atlas Honda and Su7.ll~i were covered 
while National Motors, Ghandhara Nissan and Sindh Engineering WC'TC' 
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TABLE 3-8 

SPINlllllG SPARES COMMOMLY UPI.ACED 
( 12,500 SPINDLES PLANT BASIS ) 

PARTS UNITS/YR AVG.PRICE(Rs.) 

1. Steel Spinning Ring 5,000 25 to 75 

2. Metallic Card Clothing 9 65000 to 80000 

3. Fixed Cutter 5 2600 

4. Drum Bush 14 2100 

5. Spindle Shaft 14 3000 

6. Stud 14 970 

7. cutter Assembly 9 1800 

e. Drive Gear 3 1000 

Source: NHC survey 

All the spinning spares as mentioned in the above table are being procured 
from Japan except for the Steel Spinning Rings, the main source for which is 
China while a secondary source for Metallic Card Clothing is Switzerland. 
Estimated cost of spares per spindle per year works out to Rs.1200. 

Feedback on problems being faced by the textile units with regard to 
procurement of spares indicate that main problem in procurement of 
imported spares is high price which was identified by 50% of the respondents. 
This was followed by the problem of lead time which was identified by 45 7r 

of the respondents. 

Regarding procurement of locally manufactured spares the main problem~ 
were "quality" of the spares which was identified by 72 % of the respondents 
and "design" of the spares identified by 54% of the respondents. 

Problems of high price and longer lead time with the imported spares and 
that of low quality and design with the locally manufactured ones, signifies 
that there is potential market for locally made spares of good quality and 

design. 

tl\lroRTS 

Imports of textile machinery and parts for the last five years is given in Tahir 
2-2 (Charts 3-10, 3-11, 3-12, 3-13) separately for spinning machinery, weaving 
machinery, spinning machine parts and weaving machine parts. The import of 
spinning machinery in a period of 4 years has increased from Rs. 340 million 
to Rs. 3472 million in 1990-91 representing an average annual increase nf 
230%. Similarly the import of weaving machinery from Rs. 296 million has 
increased to Rs. 1978 million in 1990-91 representing an annual growth rnlc 
of 142%. Theses very high growth rates in the import of textile machinery 
reflects the potential that local manufacture of these machines hold. 

On the parts side the import of spinning machine parts, in a span of four 
years, has increased form Rs. 3 million to Rs. 809 million during the yr;ir 
1990-91 showing a very high growth rate. While import of weaving machine 
parts show a mixed trend with import figures going down consistently durin~ 
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the last two years. These high import figures are renective of the potential 
that local manufacture of textile machinery parts in general and spinning 
machinery parts in particu1ar, hold. 

COl\tl\tENTS AND SUGGESflONS 

Capacity utilization of the textile production units as determined from the 
survey are 87.7% for the weaving sector and 95.3% for the spinning sector. 
There are three main factors affecting capacity utilization, namely 
breakdowns, load shedding and labor and other problems. The weightages of 
these factors in the weaving and spinning sectors were found to be different 
as presented in Table 3-9 

TABLE - 3-9 

FACTORS AFFBCTIMG CAPACITY UTILIIATION 

CAUSE RELATIVE WEIGHTAGE (\) 
·-

WEAVING SPINNING 

Breakdowns 40.7 14.9 
Load Shedding 16.3 27.7 
Labor & Others 43.0 57.4 

100\ 100\ 

Source: NHC Survey 

An important conclusion which may be drawn from a comparative analysis of 
the weaving and spinning sectors is that a comparatively higher capacity 
utilization in the spinning sector may be attributed to better quality foreign 
machines employed in greater number by this sector. The conclusion is further 
strengthened if we see that the contribution of breakdowns to loss of capacity 
is only 14.9% for the spinning sector as compared to 40.7% for the weaving 

sector. 

It has further been found that 82 % of all the textile units visited were having 
a substantial portion of focally manufactured machinery and equipment. The 
remaining 18% who were not using local machinery and equipment said that 
their basis for selection was primarily availability of better quality imported 

machinery. 

Based on responses received, the textile machinery that can be manufactured 

locally is listed below: 

WEAVING MACHINERY 

Po\l"'r Looms 
Shuttleless Looms 

0 

0 

0 Warping and Sizing Machines 
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SPINNING MACHINERY 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Blowing 
Drawing 
Simplex 
Auto Cone Winder Spinning Frame 

Of the al- Jve machines, Power Looms, Warping and Sizing Machines and 
Auto Cl'ile Winder Spinning Frame are being manufactured locally while 
demand for other machines is being met through imports. However, quality 
of the locally manufactured machines leaves much to be desired and 90% of 
the respondents expressed different degree of dissatisfaction with it. While 
20% of the respondents said that the design also needs improvement. 

A large number of respondents expressed the view that through collaboration 
with foreign manufacturers of repute all types of textile machinery can be 
locally manufactured. The two names most commonly forwarded in this 
connection were Sulzer for weaving and Toyoda for spinning. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Shuttleless looms because of their high output producing quality, a very high 
unit price and an ever growing demand present an area which wil1 not only 
be able to add very substantial volume to PMTF's turnover but wil1 also add 
to its profits. Additionally it will serve to keep a part of production capacity 
constantly utilized. Technical collaboration arrangement with reputed foreign 
manufacturers should be expeditiously taken up to quickly tap the potential 

that this product carries. 

SURVEY OF LEATHER GOODS MACHINERY 
MANUFACTURERS 

Leather goods machinery manufacturing sector was surveyed to assess the 
potential for manufacture of related machinery. Few end-users of the 
machinery i.e. the manufacturers of leather goods were also surveyed to cover 
additional aspects such as other machines being utilized, demand and sour('l'S 
for supply of spares, performance of locally manufactured machines, etc .. 

TVPES OF MACHINES BEING MANUFACTURED 

Types of machines being manufactured locally along with their broad 
specifications are given in Table 3-IO In many cases the same machine is 
being manufactured in a variety of si1..es. In such cases the range of si1cs 
observed during the survey has been mentioned. 
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TABLE - 3-10 

LEATBBR GOODS MACBINBRY BEIHO 
MAJIUP'AC'f'URZD JM PAKISTAN 

s.No. Machine Broad Specifications 

1- Tanning Drum& 4x4 ft. to 14xl4 ft. 

2. Fleshing machines 1500 mm to 3000 mm 

3. Shaving machines 300 mm to 914 mm 

4. Setting-out machines 1500 mm to 3000 mm 

5. Buffing machines 12" to 24" 
6. Chuckrum (Softening) -

machines 
1. Glazing machines 30" 
e. Sole Leather machines 12 ft. 

9. Splitting machines 1500 mm to 2250 mm 

10. Finiflex machines 180011111 

11. Automatic Spray Plant -
12. Measuring Machines -

(Electronic) 
13. Samming Machine 1500mm 

14. Toggel Drier -
15. Hydraulic Pres~ 500 Ton 

Source: NMC Survey 

On the basis of information gathered from the leather goods manufacturers 
other main machines being used by leather goods industry are Lathe 
machines, Drill machines, Electrical saws, Grinding machines, Stacking 

machines and Shaper machines. 

SPARE PART REQUIREMENTS 

For the manufactures of leather goods, the spare parts required are Hydraulic 
Pumps and Valves, Pneumatic valves, Blades and Knives, Rollers, Felts and 
Grinding Wheels, parts for Sewing machines, forgings, etc .. Due to simplrr 
nature of parts required, the industry does not have the practice of 
sub-contracting for manufacture of parts . 

For manufacturers of leather goods machinery, spares mostly required arc 
Bearings, Blades, Electronic Panels, Electric Valves, Spray Guns, etc .. While 
requirements for Milling and Foundry work, Gears and Shafts, etc. arc usually 

met through sub-contracting. 

IMPORTS 

Figures for leather goods machinery imports are given at Table 2-2 (Chart 
3-14). Not taking into acc:ount 1986-87, the annual imports for the last four 
years have remained more or less around Rs. 154 million, the average for this 
period. Leather goods machinery and parts worth Rs. 167 million were 
imported during 1990-91. Presence of a stable demand shows that local 
manufacture of leather goods machinery holds potential. 
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COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS 

The problems being faced by the leather goods machinery manufacturers arc 
the same as common to the industry in general in Pakistan like load shedding. 
labor problems, lack of capital, supply of technical know-how etc .. There ·:·as 
also a feeling that quality of locally produced leather goods machinery needs 
improvement. suggested course of action for which was collaboration with a 
good foreign manufacturer of leather goods machinery. 

Machinery and equipment that, in the opinion of leather goods manufacturers 
can be produced locally comprise cutting presses, conveyers. heating 
chambers, rubber and P. V sole molds, etc .. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Leather shaving machines and leather splitting machines wi11 also serve the 
purpose of balancing products if added to PMTF's product line. They can be 
developed in the medium term and JO to 15 units of each can be annually 
produced. The advantage will be a better quality compared to other small 
scale local manufacturers. 

SURVEY OF ELECTRICAL GOODS MANUFACTURERS 

Manufacturers of electrical goods constitute a very important sector as far as 
deployment of machine tools is concerned. Main objectives to cover this 
sector were two fold, to evaluate the potential of this sector from the point of 
view of machine tool utilization and to explore the prospects whether any of 
the products from this sector can further be looked into from the point of 
view of their local manufacture at PMTF. Other secondary objectives were 
assessment of the spare parts and sub-contracting requirements of the- sector . 
A comparison of the reported production figures shows that the sample on an 
average covers around 203 of the existing production capacity for this sector. 

PRODUCTS BEING MANUFACTURED 

Before going into the type of machines being employed it would he 
appropriate to have some idea about the products being manufactured by the 
12 electrical goods manufacturing units surveyed. Total production of the 
respondents for the main items during 1990-91 and !991- 92 is presented at 
Table 3-11 
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TABLB 3-11 

TYPE 5 PRODUCTIOll OP' BLBC'rRICAL GOODS 
IUUIUP'ACTURBD Bl' USPOllDBllTS 

S.NO. PRODUCT PRODUCTION NOS. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

1. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

1991 1992 

Electric Fans 143,793 135,748 

Electric Motors 5,920 6,699 

Distribution Transformer 862 1,157 

Energy Meters 64,827 32,359 

Air Conditioners 553 826 

Electric Switch Gaar• 13,000,000 14,000,000 

Automatic Pressure 
Switches 6,000 5,000 

Alternators 15,000 15,500 

Starters 300,000 300,000 

Armatures 3,300,000 3,300,000 

Electric Washing 
Machines 751 1,060 

K.C. Type (NEWMANN) 
Horizontal Motors 4,000 -
Vertical Hollow Shaft 
Submersible Motors• 400 -
• Chinese motor being assembled locally using 

imported parts 

IMPORTS 

Imports of electric motors and generators for the last five years are shown at 
Tahle 2-2 (Chart 3-15). From Rs. 154 million in 1986-87 the imports have 
increased to Rs. 1169 million in 1990-91. This is indicative of a very high 
growth in the demand for electric motors and generators and the potential 
that local manufacture of these items hold. 

MACHINERY INST Al.LED 

The sector employs a wide variety of production machines extending from 
simplest to most sophisticated machines. Information gathered on the basis of 
a sample comprising 12 electrical goods manufacturers show that lathe 
machines are the most common, these are mo~tly centre, precision and bench 
lathes with few capstan arid turret lathes. This is followe.d hy pres~s most of 
which are power presses, hydraulic presses and eccentric and friction presses. 
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In the case of trucks and buses the di!letion target to be achieved by June 
1993 is 50% and an average deletion of 45% has already been achieved hy 
various assemblers in this category. In the case of MF 240 Tractor. 8YJ{, 
deletion has already been achieved against a target of 85 % • whereas. for M f 
375 Tractor. 51 % deletion has already been achieved against a target of 66% 
by June 1993. 

For motorcycles the main components planned for deletion within the next 
three years are gears, clutch, front fork, regulator rectifier and electrical 
components. 

For upto tOOOcc cars. pickups and vans. panel main floor, panel front and rrar 
doors, panel back door, oil pan. engine valves and gaskets. rear axle and 
camshafts are the main components planned for deletion within the next three 

years. 

For trucks and buses the main components that are to be deleted in the neitt 
three years are propeller shaft, glasses, change assembly lever. inlet manifold. 
axle hub, flywheel housing, pulleys and long members. 

For agricultural tractors connecting rods, crankshafts, straddle axle and front 
support are the main components planned for deletion within the next three 
year period. 

SUPPLY OF TECHNOLOGY 

As per terms of the technology transfer agreements between foreign principals 
and various local assemblers the foreign principals are responsihle for 
supplying manufacturing technology only in respect of items of proprietary 
nature. While for non-proprietary items the principal's would facilitate 
establishment of contact by local vendors with counterpart overseas vendors 
serving as vendors to the principals. Jn case of Honda there is also a 
restriction that all items of proprietary nature can only be manufactured 
in-house. 

VENDORIZATION THROUGH PMTF 

Both Honda and Suzuki Motorcycles have said to have already approached 
PMTF for production of Aluminum die cast parts for motorcycles. Most of 
these parts have either been developed or are in an advanced stage of 
development. Both these assemblers also said to have approached PMTf for 
development of motorcycle gears. 

Pak Suzuki has approached PMTF for components such as hub engine coolinJ? 
fan, pipe water inlet, case distributor, cap water inlet, housing oil seal and 
rocker arm. Except for rocker arm, the others are all aluminum die cast item'\. 
All these items are in advanced stage of development at PMTF and in mo"I 
cases samples have also been provided to Pak Suzuki. 
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In case of trucks and buses assemblers have approached PMTF for 
development of propeller shaft, water body and oil pump body for one make. 
One assembler expressed the view that PMTF does not entertain low volumes 
and requires long development time. It was suggested by one assembler that 
assembly of propeller shaft, transmission and steering gears could be potential 
areas for PMTF to look into as this would only require some investment in 
testing facilities and enable PMTF to cater for several makes. The combined 
OEM demand for each of these assemblies would be in excess of 4000 units 
per year for various makes. 

COMMENfS AND SUGGESl10NS 

PMTF has a comparative advantage in the area of aluminum die casting. II 
is already producing such parts for Honda and Suzuki motorcycles 
/automobiles. PMTF may further explore this area and try to develop m<lrc 
parts specially for Pak Suzuki's range of products and motorcycles where a 
substantial deletion has yet to be achieved. One such component is 
transmission housing for Suzuki car, Pickup and Van. The combined volume 
for this aluminum die cast part is 90,000 pieces for OEM market alone. 
Besides casting, the machining of this componE"llt is another attractive area for 
PMTF to explore. In fact both these activities are complimentary in nature. 

Manufacture of transmission gears for Honda and Suzuki Motorcycles, havinJ! 
a combined demand of 60,000 sets per year for the OEM market alone. i" 
another potential area. 

Manufacture of transmission gears for Suzuki range of products (car, pickup. 
van) is an area where there are so much volumes that it alone can generate 
substantial business for PMTF. A combined demand of 45,000 per year 
currently exists for the OEM market alone. A decision on this will of course 
have to be made keeping in view the element of risk due to privati1.ation of 
Pak Suzuki, a more liberal approach of the government towards deletion aml 
a relatively high amount of investment required. 

Manufacture of clutch assemblies and suspension shock absorbers for 
motorcycles and automobiles may also be explored by PMTF. These irems 
have a large replacement demand besides the OEM market. 

During 1990-91 clutches/clutch parts and suspension shock absorbers worth 
Rs. 5.84 million and Rs. 4.6 million respectively were imported for the spare 
parts market alone. the manufacture of these components may however he 
undertaken only under technology transfer agreements with manufacturers of 
standing. 

As already discussed in section 3.2. I0.4 PMTF can keep on exploring the 
viability of OEM manufacture of the stated parts/assemblies. Since PMTF 
already possesses the relevant experience, the development of additional 
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components should not be a problem, however, these developments should he 
viewed in the long term perspective because of the effect of the government 

policy. 

SURVEY OF AUTO REPAIR WORKSHOPS 

The survey was extended to include auto repair workshops after such a 
request was made by PMTF on luly 16, 1992 during presentation of the 
Interim Report by NMC. 

The auto repair workshop sector is sub-divided into two further sub-sectors 
viz auto maintenance/repair workshops providing general repair/maintenance 
services such as engine overhaul, wheel balancing/alignment, engine tune-up. 
servicing, etc., and auto parts repair workshops providing more in-depth 
engineering services relating to repair/manufacture of parts such as cylinder 
boring, shaft grinding, valve grinding, etc .. 

MACHINERY INSf ALLED 

Machinery and equipment employed by auto maintenance/repair workshops 
mainly comprise engine analyzer, hydraulic and electric lifts, compressors. 
wheel balancing & alignment equipment, injection pump machine and brake 
testers. Except for hydraulic lifts rest of the equipment was all imported 
mostly from Germany. Japan, Italy and France. 

For the auto parts repair workshops main machinery installed comprised 
boring machines, grinding machines (crank shaft, valve and surface grinders) 
lathe machines, electric welding equipment and drilling machines. Further 
details in respect of the machinery/equipment are given in table J-1 J 

TABLE 3-13 

AUTO PARTS REPAIR WORKSHOP 
MACBIDllY/EQUIPMEllT IMSTAU.ED 

(f Re•pondents) 

~----~-------------~-------1-------- - -
S.NO. MACHINERY/EQUIPMENT 

1. 

2. 

Boring Machines 

Grinding Machines 
(crank shaft, valve, surface 
grinding) 
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SOURCE 

Pakistan 
Japan 
China 
Hungary 
Italy 
Pakistan 
Italy 
China 
Denmark 

NOS. 

1 
2 
1 
1 
1 

10 
1 
1 
1 

~ , 
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TABLE 3-13 
••• cont.inued 

~ 

S.NO. MACHINERY/EQUIPMENT SOURCE NOS. ._ _____ 
1------

Czechoslovakia l 
3. 

4. 
s. 

6. 
7. 

Honing Machines 
Japan l 

Lathe Machines (4 to 10 ft) Pakistan 7 

Electric Welding Equipment England 1 
Czechoslovakia 1 

Drilling Machines Pakistan 1 

Hydraulic Presses Germany l 

SPARE PARTS REQUIREMENTS 

The spare parts requirement of the auto repair/maintenance workshops 
comprise mainly of automotive parts frequently replaced. This include brake 
pads and drums, air and oil filters, clutch acc~ries, pistons, rings, bearings. 

etc .. 

For the auto parts repair workshops, the spare parts required commonly arc 
chucks, bearings, gears and compressor parts such as pistons, crankshafts and 
valves. Information on sources for these components are given in Table 3-14 

. 

TABLB 3-U 

AUTO PUTS REPAill WOllltSROPS 
SPAllB PUTS JlBQUillEMENT 

S.NO. PART SOURCE 
--

------ China/Eastern Block Countries 1. 
2. 
J. 

4. 

Chucks 
Bearings Japan, Australia, England 
Gears Local Market, In-house 

Manufacture 
Compressor Parts 
Crank Pakistan 
Pistons Japan/Korea 
Valves Imported/Local 

COl\ll\IENTS AND SUGGESTIONS 

Of the auto maintenance/repair workshop equipment electric and hydraulic 
lifts, compressors and injection pumps can be manufactured locally. While all 
the machinery/equipment being used at the auto parts repair workshops can 

also be manufactured locally. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This sector represents one or the most suitable users of machine tool'\ 
manufacture by PMTF because of the high precision machining rcquircmcnl-; 
of this sector. Presently, a major portion of the machinery installed is 
imported and can be replaced by PMTF manufactured machines. The 
machines recommended under section 3.2.4 will have a market in the auto 

repair workshops as well. 
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SURVEY OF DFis AND COMMERCIAL BANKS 

Development Finance Institutions (DFls) and commercial hanks wcrl· 
included in the survey to get their views on local machinery and opinion about 
PMTF and its capabilities. Upon interviewing four of the main DFls (NDH'. 
Bankers F.quity. PICIC and IDBP) it was found that the responses were quite 
general and more or less similar. Expecting similar responses from the 
commercial banks the survey was not extended to them. 

MACHINERY FINANCED IN LOCAL CURRENCY 

In the textile and spinning sector; Boilers, Humidification Plants. Electric 
Panels and Shuttle Looms are mostly locally financed. In the sugar industry 
only attachments are imported while all the main equipment is local. this 
includes Crushing Mills, Evaporators, Crystallisers, Centrifuges and Boilers. 
In the engineering sector locally manufactured machine !ools such as Lathes. 
Milling machines. Grinding machines Shapers and Drilling machines arc 
usually preferred and are generally financed. While in the solvent extraction 
and ghee (hydrogenated oil) making sector almost 90% of the machinery 
being utilized is local. 

MACHINERY FINANCED IN FOREIGN CURRENCY 

In the textile and spinning sector, main equipment for blow room, auto winder 
and air-conditioning plants are financed in foreign currency besides the 
shutleless looms. For the sugar industry turbines, hydraulic systems and 
generators are foreign currency financed. 

In the engineering sector precision machine tools, CNC machines, spark 
erosion machines and copy milling machines are the ones most commonly 
financed i~ foreign currency. If LMM (Locally Manufactured Machinery) 
financing is expressed as a percentage of total plant and machinery financing 
than this ratio is less than 10% for the engineering sector, less than 20% for 
the textile chemical and petro-chemical sectors and over 70% for the cement. 
sugar and gher/solvent oil sectors. These are rough estimates based on 
responses received from the DFls. 

COMMENTS AND SUGGESl'IONS 

Some DFls try to keep themselves up-to-date on availability of locally 
manufactured machinery and equipment and prP.fer its use by clients wherever 
local machines can meet project requirements. For example if the cheaper 
locally manufactured machinery/equipment available in the market seem 
capable of meeting the project requirements, project sponsors are sometimes 
asked to justify selection of more costly imported versions. However, thi-; 
policy varies among the DFf s some of which believe in a policy of 
non-interference in selection of machinery/equipment so long as the prices 
are truly reflective. The underlying assumption being that clients would 
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normally go for locally manufactured machines wherever these can deliver 
desired quality and use the LMM financing which is heavily sutsidized (only 
8% verses 14/15% for foreign currency financing) 

DFls hold a good view about PMTF machines which according to them have 
reasonably good quality and precision. However, the prices are considered 
quite high. PMTF products are considered by DFls as free from the evil of 
over-invoicing. IDBP has so much trust in PMTF that their machines arc 
approved even on single quotation basis. 

CONCLUSIONS 

PMTF should maintain a liaison with DFis and Commercial Banks to keep 
them properly informed of its product line since it has been gathered from the 
survey that some of these institutions are not fully aware of PMTFs capability 
and potential. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

4.1 CRITERIA FOR SELECTION 

The criteria for developing recommendations for product diversification for 
PMTF are based on the potential market and PMTF's capahility lo 

manufacture products with minor additions to its tooling or capital equipment. 

While recommending additional products for PMTF, the consultants hm·e 
endeavored to suggest products for end use market rather than intermediate 
products. Such a strategy would ensure higher profit margin for PMTF. 

Recommendations have been developed to specify products for short term. 
medium term and long term development. This is based on both the time lag 
required to develop a detailed understanding of the product and investment 
requirements. 

Short term implies a development and marketing time of 6-12 months. 
Medium term extends this time span to 1-3 years while long term means 
development time beyond 3 years. 

Minimal investment could mean below I million rupees. Medium investment 
implies I-7 million rupees and substantial investment could be as much as Rs. 
7 million or more. 

Recommendations have been drawn-up to suggest products which can he 
placed on the market and which thus shift part of the marketing burden to 
intermediaries or the distribution channels. This strategy provides the required 
amount of flexibility in operations since products remain sale-able the year 
round and the manufacturers dependence on buyer's order~ is limited. 

Naturally, for the different products recommended the channels of distribution 
will be different and PMTF may have to create independent marketing 
sections within its overall marketing setup. In fact the entire marketing 
department will need to be restructured and geared to a marketing orienle<I 
approach. This will be converse of the production oriented approach of 
marketing as being currently followed. 

Products being recommended for the short term may be immediately taken 
in hand for development of detailed specifications, designs and raw material 
procurement. Side by side the marketing department may take up the joh of 
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investigating distribution channels best suited to the products. Dealers could 
he appointed who would be willing to provide deposits against quantities they 
agree to purchase. This will ease pressure on PMTF's own financial resonrcl'<; 
and it will be able to invest dealer funds in its manufacturing operations. 

The recommendations assume that PMTF will be able to acquire/develop 
relevant technologies for manufacture from international and local sources. 
The success of the product diversification exercise will entirely depend on the 
ultimate quality of products that PMTF will place in the market. In case of 
parts/machinery currently being imported, PMTF will have to match its 
production with the specifications of imported products. In case products 
recommended are currently being manufactured by small producers lacking 
the multifarious facilities which PMTF possesses, PMTF's production will 
need to be much better in quality and simultaneously cost effective. 

Keeping in view the current situation vi7.-a-vi7. overall market conditions. 
products recommended for manufacture at PMTF and the existing state of 
PMTF, it would be advisable for PMTF to initially go for product 
diversification. Market diversification will have to be resorted as soon as the 
criteria for product quality and price have been met. However, since the 
transformation will have to be gradual, PMTF will have to follow an 
appropriate approach to meet th~ requirements of the selected product mix. 

MACHINERY/EQUIPMENT RECOMMENDED FOR 
MANUFACTURE 

A summary of the machinery and equipment that need to be explored furthn 
from the point of view of its manufacture at PMTF is presented at Table 4-1. 
The products have been identified through the survey on the basis of criteria 
already discussed in the previous section. A brief writeup on each selcctc.:d 
product is given in the following sections. 

The details of customs duty and sales tax applicable an import of various 
products are shown in Table 4-2 alongwith the applicable sales tax on locally 
produced items. Other import incidentals take ,;p another 30% of the import 

value of any machinery. 

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS 

Centrifugal pumps for industrial applications are currently not being 
manufactured. The existing manufacturers are mainly catering to the needs of 
agricultural and domestic sectors. It has been observed that centrifugal pumps 
in 2 to 8 inches size in cast iron volute casing have a potential demand. The 
additional investment requirement in plant and machinery will be minimal 
since casting of volute casing and impeller blades can be sub- contracted. 
Machining, balancing, final assembly and testing can be undertaken hy 
PMTF. 
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TARLI! 4-2 

ntrrms AND TAxr~~ 

SAl..ES TAX(") 
PRODUCT CUSTOMS DUTY <"> 

IMPORT MANUFACTURE 

Mll\ll'S 

(l l>n.-r Well •JIJ 12.5 12.:'i 

" Snmer!'iMc ')() 12.5 125 
n ( ·l·ntrifuJ!al •JO 125 12 . ."i 
n Other<; JO 12 . ."i I :>.:'i 

- VAl.\t:°' 

fl Sll·am Trar l'nr Oil lmln'itry 
Ami Chn·k Vah'l·<; Ill 

II < ·i.rnmium l'lalcll Val\-c'i IJO 12.S 12 . ."i 
II Other<; 10 12.5 12.:'i 

l\IA('lllNE TOOi.~ 

0 1 lal·k Saw With Rladc 
1 . .-.... Than 4'.'i.7 cm<; '10 l:'.."i 12 .. 'i 

ti Other llad1 Saw.. Ill 12.'i 
II Mnrtit-inJ? Mal·him·s Ill 12."i 
II SharinJ!, f'laninr. /fl 

Sloflinl! Mad1im·s Ill 12.'i 12.'i 
II Sharinr. With Stroke 

•. 
~ 

-~ 

IT""' Than .f."i rm<; 'JO L!.."i 12.'i 
~ II lhnarhinr~ < kar ( ·1111inr. Ill 12.'i 

• (l Machininr. ( ·rnlrl'S Ill 17 'i 
fl l.allws Numl·rirnlly < 'onlwllcd Ill 12.'i 

" 01 ha I .al hn 'JO 115 12.'i 
fl Tanninj! l\fod1inny ."111 li.'i ... 
n:xn1.•:s 

fl Sh111tll·"' CJll 1:!.S 11.'i 
s.,imllt•<; ."ill 12.5 12.'i ' fl 

(I S11in1llc Hol'ill'r'i 'ill l:'.'i 12.'i 

" SpinninJ! Rini!" & Traveller<; • 10 125 
Cl ( 'ard < 1ochinr. 'ill 12.'i 
II '-'"'"'" 10 12.'i 

" Spinninj! Mad1ine<: 111 1:1.'i 

•:urrRH. MOTORS & 
c;•:Nf:RATORS 

II or An 011111111 Nnt E:iirccdinr. 7'i KW 'JO 12 .. 'i 12.'i 
Cl or An 1111111111 Not Eiccrdinr. 17."i K 111 17.'i 

··- -···--· -

Source: Cu~tom Tariff and SRO~. 
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The possible annual production volume has been estimated at 5000 uniK 
Using an average price of Rs. 3000 per unit this product can yield a revenue 
of Rs. 15 million per year to PMTF. 

Designing and product development with the given facilities at PMTF should 
not pose a problem and as such this product can be immediately taken-up for 
detailed investigations to arrive at the fin:il product configurations. The 
sourcing of high quality castings would require extra efforts from PMTF in 
terms of locating/developing a reliable source. With the product havinf! a 
ready market and local competition almost lk.""fl-existent. the product involvco; 
minimum risk. 

SUBMERSmLE PUMPS 

Submersible pumps are used for water supply from bore hole of deep wdls 
for agricultural purposes, for water supply installations of cities and rural 
areas and a great variety of other purposes including air-conditioning systems. 
The pumping element mainly consists of guided vanes, cast iron bowls and 
mixed flow impel!ers made of high quality wear resisting material. ThcsL· 
pumps are coupled with vertical hollow shaft motors. The outer casing hao; 
~tainless steel construction. ~-;ince these pumps will require the development 
of a number of components requiring longer lead time these are hcinf! 
recommended for medium term development (I to 3 years). 

The investment requirement will again be minimal since sheet metal parts can 
be sub-contracted. Though the market for this product will be limited. ils 
production by PMTF would be an exercise in rroduct diversification lo 
take-off the pressure from other products in case of need. 

The present total demand for submersible pumps is around 400 units per year. 
valued at Rs. 16,000/- per unit, it affords a potential market of Rs. 0.~·1 

million per year for PMTF. 

Being a product involving higher level of technology, its production would 
require some serious design and development effort from PMTr of which it 
is fully capable. Locating vendors for sheet metal components would not he 
a prohlem. 

GATE/GLOBE VALVES 

The imports of valves in 1987-88 carried a value figure of Rs. 266 million, for 
1990-91 this figure stands at Rs. 420 million showin~ an increase of ~8% 
during a three year period. The average annual growth rate works out at 19 % . 
As such this product category represents a very viable manufacltrring and 
marketing proposition for PMTF. 

Gate/Globe valves of 2 to 8 inch si1.es used for water supply installations for 
domestic and industrial purposes are currently not being manufacluml in 
Pakistan. These are made-up cf cast iron with a st<tinless strcl scat. The 
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technology for manufacture is fairly simple and castings can be sub-contracted. 
Additional investment in plant and machinery will also be minimal. as sud1 
PMTF can take up the manufacture of these valves in its short term plan. The 
price ranges from Rs. 2400 for a 2 inch valve to Rs. 9600 for an 8 inch val\"e. 
PMTF can produce 4000 such valves in the first year which will give it an 
yield of Rs. 16 million. 

BALL V ALVF.S 

Ball valves have industrial applications and are made from carhon steel to 
withstand high pressures. The technology for manufacture is simple and 
quality product will gain ready market acceptability. The only significant 
investment required will be for some testing equipment. This product. 
therefore, can also be included in the short t'!rm manufacturing plane; <lf 
PMTF. 

Ball valves have a fairly large market and a 25 % market share would mean 
the production of about (j()()() valves. This will give an yield of Rs. 36 million 
which is a substantial volume. 

STEAM TRAP VALVES 

These valves are mainly used by industrial utility services. Currently these arc 
being imported from certain European countries and local production should 
conform to their specifications. These valves can be taken on the mid-term 
manufacturing plan (1 to 3 years) because of the development time required. 
The potential volume works out at Rs. 12 million per year. 

SUBMERSffiLE MOTORS 

Vertical hollow shaft submersible motors have both industrial and dome<;tic 
applications, coupled with pumps they can be sold on the open market. 

The manufacture of the~ motors will require development work. They are ac; 
such suitable for medium term manufacturing plans (I to J years). Stainlcc;c; 
steel metal work can be subcontracted. 

The present total demand for submersible motors is around 400 units per 
year, valued at Rs. 12000 per unit, this product offers a potential market of 
Rs. 0.49 million per year for PMTF. 

K.C. TYPE HORIZONTAL MOTORS 

To capture the higher-end of the market, PMTF may collatmrale with 
Newmann or Siemens to produce these motors. Ratings above 8 to 10 HP me 
rrcommendcd for manufacture. The technology i41 available in Pakistan hut 
will require additional investment, as such the!ie motms can be included in the 
medium term manufacturing plans of PMTF. Annual production volume of 
5000 units at a price of Rs. 6000 will give an yield of Rs. JO million. 
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SHUTILE-LESS LOOMS 

The import value of looms for 1990-91 was worth Rs. 1978 million anct for 
parts of looms this figure stood at Rs. 81.0 million. A jump of Rs. 850 million 
is visible in import figures of looms if a comparison is made with 198'}-Q{) 
figures. 

Shuttleless looms are gaining popularity over conventional looms bccausr of 
the much higher output that they can produce. More and more weaving unito; 
will thus be candidatec; for their purchase. 

Technical collaboration arrangements will he required to manufacture these. 
Sulzer of Switzerland is the most popular make. Collaboration with this 
manufacturer will need to be undertaken. Substantial investment in plant ;mcl 
equipment will be required. This product can, therefore, be included in the 
medium to long term manufacturing plan. 

The unit price of each shuttleless loom is Rs. 2.2 million and the annual 
requirement is in the vicinity of 150 units. This ~iveli an yield of Rs. -'-'O 
million which represents about 44 % of the present capacity of PMTF. 

With the present glut in the world markets for yarn, pressure from the 
Government of Pakistan to encourage value-added exports of textiles and lo 

absorb the production of the local spinning industry, more and more weaving 
units are likely to be established. Furthermore with the tightening of foreign 
currency credit lines by the international financial institutions like the World 
Bank and the ADB, the local sponsors of weaving units will be more 
interested in buying locally manufactured shuttleless looms. PMTF should 
strive hard to enter this market seriously . 

vmRATORY POLISHING MACHINES 

These machinf's are used by the cutlery and surgical goods manufacturers. At 
the present moment only two machines were found installed in the entire 
industry. The machines can be locally developed but technical collahorntion 
arrangement with the U.K. manufacturer would be worth while in view of the 
1.2 million unit price for each machine. Annual production of 10 units will 
provide an yield of Rs. 12 million per year to PMTF. With a large number of 
units manufacturing cutlery and surgical goods in the country marketing of this 
vital machine should not be a prohlem. However, it will require some selling 
effort from PMTF to capitalise upon the incre11~d appreciation of prod11c:1 
quality and technology aspects among local manufacturers of surgical goodc;. 

ULTRASONIC CLEANING MACHINES 

These machines are also required by the surgical and cutlery r:lanufactur~r". 
Additional investment requirement is estim"ted at Rs. I.~ million cind 
technical collaboration arrangement would f'mmre precision '""nufac:111n·. 
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Each machine costs around Rs. 600.000and annual production of 15 units will 
be readily marketable yielding about Rs. 9 million. 

HYDRAULIC FORGING HAMMER 

This product can be included in the short term manufacturing ,tan. PMTF 
already possesses capability for its production. As such the product can he 
developed quickly and a conservative annual production figure of 50 units 
would provide an yield of Rs. 5 million to PMTF. 

SHEAR CUITING MACHINES 

These machines are also requi.~J by the surgical and cutlery gn<1do; 
manufacturers though many other industries can also be the prospective 
customers. The technology for manufacture is simplr and this product can also 
be included in the short term plans of PMTF. Product development would 
require little effort from PMTF and a properly priced produ<:t of de.'lirrd 
quality would find a ready market. F.ach machine carries a unit price of Rs. 
100,000 and 50 units can be planned for production in the first year 
generating a sales volume of around Rs. 5 million per year. 

LEATHER SHAVING MACHINES 

These machines will require substantial additional investment and, therefore. 
can he included in the long term production plan. A technical collaboration 
arrangement will enable production of the required amount of sophistication. 
Al a unit price of Rs. 300,000 these machines can yield a revenue of Rs. ft 
million per year. With more and more interest in this sector to improve the 
export performance, there is an increasing requirement of good quality 
machines upon which PMTF can capitalize . 

LEATHER SPLTITING MACHINES 

These machines also require substantial capital investment and can as such 
he included in the long term manufacturing plan. The potential yield will he 
in the vicinity of Rs. 5 million per year. 

COMBINATION LATHES 

This is a composite production machine combining the functions of a la1he 
with shaping, milling and drilling capabilities. This product is heing currrntly 
imported and is finding good acceptance hoth in the new and rc-conditionrd 
forms. Minimal additional investment will be required and the technology io; 
already in house. A conservative annual production of 50 !;nits will yield a 
revenue of around Rs. 10 million to PMTf. 
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4.2.16 CNC MACHIN~ 

In its long-term plans. as per opinion expressed by industry experts. PMTF can 
pursue a policy of automating its present production line of machine tools 
plus the machines recommended in the survey section of this report. This can 
be a step by step exercise whereby PMTF should ultimately be able to 
develop ar.d market CNC machines. It is visualized that five years from now 
sufficient sophistication would have been developed in the manufacturing 
sector to absorb the locally produced CNC machines. To start with. con:wl 
panels and other sophisticated devices can he imported and progressively 
manufactured with development of the necessary capability. Technical 
collaboration with a reputed manufacturer from Japan or Europe will fl<' of 
help in developing the brand image of PMTF manufactured products. 

4.3 SPARE PARTS FOR MACHINERY/EQUIPMENT 
RECOMMENDED FOR MANUFACTURE 

Since the textile sector is the single largest component of the manufacturing 
sector the consumption of parts carries a high value figure in this sub-sector. 
Starting from an import figure of Rs. 24 million ir. 1987-88 the import of 
spinning machinery parts alone has grown to Rs. ~million in 1990-91. The 
recommendation for the manufacture of parts have, therefore, been f ocus1;cd 
on the utili7.ation of parts by this sub-sector. The parts described in thl· 
following sections not only have a good potential volume but also ctln he 
made with minimal investment and technology requirement by PMTf. 

The details of customs duty and sales tax aprlicable on import of variou-; 
products are shown in Table 4-2 alongwith the applicable sales tax on loc:llly 
produced items. It should be noted that other import incidentals take up 
another 30% of the import value of any machinery . 

4.3.1 STEEL SPINNING RINGS 

4.3.2 

This is a product which is heavily replaced in the spinning sector of the textile 
industry. It is being manufactured hy certain small manufacturers hut thl' 
quality is not upto the mark. This product can he manufactured in the short 
run without any major investment. 

The annual replacement volume is around 2 million rings and at a unit prier 
of Rs. 100 per unit the yield works out at Rs. 200 million. The technology 
seems fairly si:nple and the product can be marketed through dealers the yc<1r 
round. 

SPINDLE SHAFTS 

Spindl shafts are also commonly replaced because of the wear and tear they 
go through. The investment requirement is minimal and technology simple to 
adopt. Each spindle shaft carries a unit price of Rs. :moo and an annual 
production of SOOO spindles will provide additihnal revenue of Rs. 15 million. 
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SPINDLE BOOSTERS 

Boosters can a1so be produced in the short run. The annua1 requirement will 
be the same as that for spindle shaft with minimal investment requirements 
in additional plants and equipment. The technology is also simple. A similar 
yie1d equiva1ent to spind1e shafts is possib1e at around Rs. 15 million per year. 

DRUM BUSHES 

This item is also simple to manufacture and can he made with the use of 
existing plant and machinery. This is also a replaceable part of the textile 
spinning machinery. It carries a unit price of Rs. 2100 and annual yield in the 
vicinity of Rs. I 0 million can be obtained. 

It may be appreciated that all the above parts recommended for manufacture 
are such which can be directly p1aced on the market and dependence nn 
orders from buyers is not necessary. Such products are better from a 
marketing stand point since PMTF will have the option to use a distribution 
channel of its liking. The burden of marketing and delivery will thus shift to 
the market and PMTF will not be required to carry any substantial 
inventories. The production of these items can take place according to a well 
thought out market forecast and production and supplies can continue the 
year round. All the four pcirts mentioned above will yield an annual revemll' 
of Rs. 240 million and a separate marketing section can be created to handle 
these. 

The machinery recommended for short term manufacture will provide an 
additional combined yield of Rs. 71.0 million to PMTF. 

MAINTENANCE/SERVICE 
EQUIPMENT 

OF POWER GENERATING 

Another potential area for PMTF to diversify is maintenance/servicing <'f 
power generation equipment the main element of which is the turhine. This 
would enable PMTF to offer such services also to other sectors using turbine" 
such as oil and gas transmission companies, process industries (fcrtililcr, 
cement, sugar, etc.). Currently these services are lleing provided by foreign 
companies through their local agents on very high rates. Once PMTF can 
enter this field it can also tap the opportunity for mar.1Jfact11re of c:parcs for 
this sector which are presently being imported at high prices. This would, 
however, require technical collaboration arrangement with a foreign firm sincl' 
detailed drawings which are required undertake this sort of a joh are not 
normally provided by the foreign manufactu;en/suppliers. Before ;my further 
step is taken, the avenue will need to be studied in depth with special 
reference to a suitable source through w~;ch technical know-how c1tn hr 
acquired at reasonable costs. 
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ADDmONAL WORK REQUIRED 

DETAILED MARKET ~ TECHNICAL STUDIF.S 

As stated previously, this initial study is based oo a qualitative survey of some 
selected sectors which have identified some machinery. equipment and related 
spares that may be manufactured and marketed by PMTF. It is suggested that 
detailed studies be undertaken for each of the recommended products tll 
determine their technical and market viability. 

The technical study would identify the various detailed technical spedfication" 
of the selected products, their material and design features, manufacturing 
processes involved and product characteristics, quality and testin~ 
requirements, usage, etc .. 

The detailed market study would enable development of a comprchcnsi\'c 
marketing strategy to successfully market the selected product including 
recommendations for product characteristics, pricing, promotion and 
distribution channels. 

These studies may either be undertaken by PMTF' s own staff or by selected 
outside consultants having required experience and expertise. It is t•stimalcd 
that the costs for undertaking a detailed techno-economic study on the ahow 
lines would be Rs. 700,000 to Rs. 1,000,000 for each major item of product. 

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT 

NMC has proposed 8 items for short term manufacture yielding a total ~ilrli 

volume of Rs. 71 million per year. These products should be able to roll out 
of the production line within 6-8 months time. This means that by April June 
93 PMTF should be able to place these products in the market. 

The initial immediate work required to be done will be the collection of 
samples of the stated products. Their detailed design and metallurgical studic<; 
and development of PMTF modified versions of specifications. In addition. 
within this time span PMTF should be in a position to develop prototypes nrnl 
put them to metallurgical and usage tests. Additional tooling, etc .• which may 
he required may al.so be produced. 

In addition to the eight products mentioned above, 4 parts of tcxtilr 
machinery have also been recommended for manufacture in the short nm 
yielding an annual sales volume of Rs. 240 million. These parts have a large 
potential volume and as such should be developed on a priority basis. Design 
and development work or acquisition of additional machinery if requirrd 
should be taken in hand in a manner that by April June/93 PMTf is in a 
position to market these parts. 
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Work on medium term and long term products should commence once the 
short term products have already been placed in the market. It is estimatetl 
that the costs for undertaking in-depth techno-economic studies on the 
aforesaid lines would be in the range of Rs. 200,000 to Rs. 300.000 per item 
of rroducf. 

Since design and development will be required in case of all manufacturing 
activities at PMTF, it will need both diversification and strengthening. This i" 
stated from the point of view of PMTF being ahle to acquire new tcchnologic" 
either by outright purchase or through Japanese or European machine tool 
manufacturers. This will ensure access to latest developments in the field of 
machine tools to PMTF. Also PMTF will be able to design and develop other 
machines by investigating import of machinery into Pakistan. 

TE~HNICAL COLLABORATION 

Technical Collaboration Agreements with reputed manufacturers eg Suber 
etc., for shuttleless looms, Newmann for Electric Motors and Mercier for 
Leather goods machines wili need to be signed. Initial contacts with these 
manufacturers indicating to tf'em the possible volume, PMTF's capability and 
available staff skills should be started in the short run. The technical 
collabcration arrangements will take time to materialize, as such the forciJ!n 
manufacturers interesl should be attempted to be sought at an early date. 
Barring extremely sophisticated parts PMTF has the capability to produce 
precision engineered products. In this instance the example of Pl\flF s 
association with Oerlikon can be cited and will be helpful. The aforesaid tie
up ~ith a manufacturer of repute is estimaicd to cost PMTF Rs. 3.5 t Rs. 4.0 
million per item of product. 

RE-ORIENTATION OF COMPANY'S APPROACH 

One reason for the present s~te of affairs at PMTF is lack of markctinJ! 
orientation in organi1.ational working. In todays setups no company can h1,pe 
to withstand competitive and economic onslaughts without a strong marketing 
arm. All production originates based on ideas or feed back provided hy the 
marketing department. At the moment, the marketing department of PMTF 
merely works as a supplier of production to parties who have placed orders 
on PMTF. This attitude has basically resulted from heavy reliance place'! on 
OEM supplies. There is nothing lo fall back upon in .such a situation if the 
OEM buyers reduce their orders. • 
The primary function of the marketing department is to keep looking for m:w 
products and profit opportunities, to delete unprofitable or unacccptahlr 
products and to replace them with acceptable and profitable ones. 

A study will need to he carried out onto the organi1,ation, responsihilities ;ind 
mechanics of operation of the existing marketing setup of PMTF. A revised 
organi7.ational structure with adequate suh-dcpartmentation and staff skills 
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will have to be drawn-up keeping in view the products suggested for 
diversification. It is estimated that such a study will cost PMTF Rs. 200,000 
to Rs. 300,000. 

TEST MARKETING 

To devise proper marketing strategies and plans for the products proposed f<'r 
diversification and drawing up of sales forecast and advertising and 
promotional platforms. a detailed exercise will need to be undertaken. Thie; 
could include test marketing or pilot marketing of the products for a short 
term period say six months. This task then can be handed over for regular 
marketing to the Pl\fff's restructured marketing d"1'3rtment. The exercise is 
estimated to cost PMTF Rs. 200,000 to Rs. 300,000 for each product. 

4.6 ANTICIPATED PROBLEMS 

Sub-contracting for various jobs like castings may pose problems of quality 
and on-time delivery. To resolve this PMTF may create a cell or a team to 
develop exact specifications, ensure procurement and delivery and oversee the 
casting jobs at whatever places they are being carried out. This will help 10 

minimize rejections through availability of castings of the desired quality. 

The consultants have based their time and cost estimates assuming that Pf. 1TF 
will he able to carry out various product diversification activities speedily. This 
may not be practical for PMTF in some cases and the actual dcvelopm\.'nt 
time may take longer. Similarly the estimates of additional investment mighl 
vary when complete details are worked out. The prices of various producls 
currently not being manufactured in the Country are their import prices which 
can at best be taken as reference prices and local manufacture may need lo 
be priced at a lower level . 

4.7 FINANCING POSSIBILITIES 

There can be several sources for PMTF to finance its diversification plans. 
Bank loans would be available at 143 to 17% and can be utili1ed for 
financing purchase of imported machinery and equipment. For locally 
manufactured machines LMM financing at 83 would be the most eronmnical 
borrowing source. Another source for financing imported 
machinery/equipment purchases would be supplier~ credit which would he 
available at 7-8% without exchange risk cover facility, while the cost woulcl 
rise to 14-15% if this facility is also availed. 

The above financing possibilities may be explored by PMTF. Needless to say 
that the availability of financing will be dependent on the bankahility of 
PMTP and the viability of the proposal. 
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~TATEJ'IEMT OF NORK (SCOPE_]_ 

Given the aim of this CONTP.ArT, the CONTRACTOR shall: 

a) 1'Relate with COUNTERPART's management to fit thic;: 
and its results within the overall policies 
strategies of COUNTERPART. 

b) Discuss and evaluate selection of source~ 
cooperation with CONTRACTOR's management. 

~h·d~· 

<-:•id 

111 

c) Collect relevant 
sources. (sources 
as for instance 
goods etc. ) • 

data from primary and 5P.Cc>ntl<1· '. .. 

wil 1 cover relevant industr}' o::rr:lr;r r: 
machine tools, te>:tiles. elect• i c.::i, I 

d) Evaluate and analyse the results of the d;• I.~ 

collection. 

e) Compose a list of criteria (in terms of qualit·~: .. nd 
quantity) together with a justification for I h,.,_,,,.. 

criteria, in order to assist in the selection c.' f 11p1.·1 

products for COUNTERPART. 

e) Compose a list of criteria (in terms of qualit7· -~nd 
quantity) together for ne"' products and product r'~''"'"~ 
for COUNTERPART, in operational terms as far int .. "'' :>11c'" 
product description, e~:pected market result~. tr>1hr1i··;~l 
level, price level, support level, etc • 

f) Present these resu 1 ts to COUNTERPART' s mr:1nr.lQr.?mPn •· .· 11rt 

discuss them • 

g) Indicate e~:pl ici tl y additional ac:tivi ti.PE ~•Iii ch ;-r ,, 
C1ccording to CONTRACTORS professional l·.rwulr-~r:tn1-- ,·•I 
experience, needed for the CONTRnCT to r·e~rl1 _ii ~ 
objective. 

h) Report the final results". 
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E}:pert working group report on Engineering Gocds Ir:d11~ ti· ... 
for 7th five '1ear plan 1988-93 and perspective plan ~-;·:~13-

2003 prepared b~1 planning commission GOP. 

SurvPy of Machine Too:i.s 198'5 carried out b'1 NDFC. 

!"1arkFt survey for Peoples Steel Mill, 1990 dom=? b-::· Ntt[. 

SPc:tor profile of Engineering Goods Indus tr}' carried r-n~: h:-' 

HttC for PICIC, 1990. 

SP.cond National Seminar cm Indeginisation in the Enqir:r·P! !na 
sector, Ministry of Production, special tPchnica l !·r.- ! ! • 
1988. 

:,.. l•CL/IttS/IACP study on Indu~trial Efficiency impro·1ement ,<nd 
development strateg·f on Engineering Goods s.ub <.:P.ctc:cr. '"~''.~. 

· . Pal: is.tan statistical -.,·ear bool-:s 1988-1990 puhl ish.-.• 1 b:· 

FedP.ral Bureau of Statistics. 

Restructuring of Heavy Mechanical complex 
volumFs - WS Atkins International, 1987. 
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FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 
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SECTION f. 
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, I/ 
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,, It ---· ____ !_ ____ 

1 i9(• .. 
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"::J "'c. lL"r -!· r··o .. 11:-,. 69 .. ( .... , 
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O •l. Wtu.ch .lftll.'Orl~tl &J.torts are b~.ln9 used 1n your t:ur·rL·nt 
pr-oduc l 1or1·; 

PRODUCTS IMPORTED COMPONENTS ANNUAL OlJAt H I T 'f 

~-4!t.n __ F_T ___ _ _ ___ 5~i~,-~ ('~-

___ 8!1~ L 8 EltA/A/6.S __ ___;6~-~)! i'g_!:> I\( f" t . 

--- -·------··----------- ----------- -

-· ---------- --------
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------------ - . - -·-· 

C\.•rrently 11hl•<••"lt' I 

.~1u::;· ;...,_.: ... u,-----=t.A..=~P-- ----...... 

o 7~. Why the above m~nt1oned valves are being lmported~ 

a 7tJ. 

i aci.. of production fac1l1 ty - Level of technology ---- -

,.ny. olh1u· 

Who .,,·r. the major buyer of such v<i'lve• and what 15 tlwir· 

anm.tc,l consun1pl1on? 

EtUVERS 

{IVDt!Sf&Y 

---~ 61 R.IC-tl.iw.TVJ:..E:.. .... -,. 
___ f!,.~u e, .Jlf".MlJJ ___ _ 

r 

ANNUAL CONSUMPT10U 
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,-e.-uuJ.rL·111t:n ts 

Pl\RTS 
QUANTITIES REOUlf<ED nur.auf\LLY 

A P.1()1J.5 PIJJ<f 5 - ---·----- - -

_ Ll'TE C-(t_$_!_N(_t.S ---- ... --- ---------

__ ----~'.! .:_!_!.~l)f ___ CA1 '"'~5 -- -- . - -·------------- --------

-------~---------------·-- ---- ----------- ---- -----
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.;,. In manufacturing. 
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0

!':) 
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- --- . ·--------··----
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR MACI llNE 
TOOL IMPORTERS 
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n 1. l\rP. you "'" i111por tP.r of: 

1-lrH llt.'lChinP.S tool~ 
( vr' ====> GO 11• ~H; r I Of I (l 

Second hand machines tools ==:-:""') GO TO sr:c11uu (\ 

. 

Doth .__~~) ===~> SECTION n ~ B 

0 )... lih.'ll products do yc.-u import? 

CUUNTRV OF ontnlN 

i ,: 

PRODUCTS. 

\Ju.C:~ Ml~A f\lC\£.o,.;..c.~ 
I \') J!. J}L ''(/ fvl_o. tiv~-'--'-' 

.-

i 

fiqures? 
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- . IMf"UIHS 

-----
T;ODLICT -
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n ~"' Could you 5uggl!!st the name5 of manu r ac lurer- s HhU C:Pll l 11 

r-roduce these products? 

PA r'-:_ ~'J\t4''-f JlLI), C.e.t\.UC\..k 

P (.LO . 

ll 6. are not Nhy in your opinion the above products 
produced locally? 

_t _J_o_._~_C\J--___ ~_,_\...C._~ __ (_-,_ ..... _-_~ __ t\_1_(.._c:!l_~--~-<A...(---t-·_--~-.f._u_~_~_t.•_> _ c_;, ..... ~:(+:·_~':=--~ -~ 
0..CJt.~·0-- (l...C._~<.-,_~ r-L!,t-6'~n . 

l1 7. l•lho are your buyers? 

.---. 

l•lnrtshops L_:_J 

J11stilutions ~~~~> GO TU 0 7f\ 

Jndustr.i~s [==9 ::::::::::::::::) GO TO a 7B 

0 7a. l-lhich types of institutions and \-1hat is l11P. J'Prr~11l.;·mn pf 

sales? 

NAME OF umr I TUT JON 

ri~~ ~~-~t1"-'-t\_ 
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n 7b. l·lhich industries and ,.,hat is the percentaQe of ~."\les·? 

Nt\ME OF INDUSTRY . .., PERCENTf\~tc-l 

. ~..,,.__(.~ t ( ~ ~._ ... ~.:<•) Qt-, ,. C,u,..,. ·ti~· 0 ·~5 ' "' 
Fou.~-cL~ ... u_,, •. (__" ) ______________ _ 

____J;,,.i'dk .. C.. f <'..L~O•a f\,tq_'"tt4~.<>) ___ . -----

- s~P.f' 
() o. Nhat af.ter sales service facility j!!; p1-ovilletl '-'~ yC\Ui~l.'UI" 

pi-incij:'a!7 

_u_· '"""-·~-'-tJ_&_· ~-~--."""J-~_t._'-_J_.t\._lV_l_,,_h_~_Q.c __ ... __ Q __ c:_v_'b_. ___________ -·-

-------------------·-·- .. 

O ~. Jn ycur op1nic:on~ Nhich c:ounlries p1·L·uu·.•-:- i·•·•' ····- .. 
m:n:hinf? lo•Jl ~? 

FRODLICTS COUNTRY or- un1n1N 

fJ.t i&l/\.t.-J::. tYoAv.~ <J Cb A 

l.l 10. ftre any 5imilar milchine-tools being m<'·1uf.1r:hu rrl 
Pa•,istan? 

Yes Mo 

If Ye•~ please give details. 

Hl\CHINE TOOL NAME MANUF nc I I lflF..R 
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(! 11. tlm., do you compare the mectu.nes tool~ mam.1filcl.t11-r.·ll b~· r-r-nr 
"'ith those that rou .\1nport? 

Froducts Quality F1· i er? 

I Inferior jsame !Detter IE~rsamr? I i.tigher ~1 

I (,, C"' _flt, U\ D o· ~ ~ Cl D 
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0 1. What products do you import? 

PRODUCTS 
COUNTRY UF ORIGltl 

- --------------- - - -

---·---- -------- ---

t1 2. f'lP.ase provide your l .ast t"10 years import!; f im1.-.·~ ;' 

IMPORTS 

f-RODUCT 
1991-92 199(1-91 

Q v 0 v 

_ _J ________ __. ------ --- - . -- -----
--

U '1. \·Jh1c:h of your product!;; i\1-e most 11·eqll•'11l.I· 

--------- .. --

-----------· -·- ----···· 
-------- ·-- ---···-----

Po you recondi tic-·1 the imported mnchi11es c:..- r.~ l I l11rm 

such? 

O Recondition D Du i l t up • 
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O ~b. Uow do you compare your second hand impcwlr-d 1n•11.:h111P'"" 

tlith D Similar new machine D f"MIF n1i\t:hi11P~ 

ll 6. "lho are }'our buyers? 

"lorl-:5hops c=J 
Ins l.i tu lions c=:J o=e=n) GO TO Q 7A 

Industries CJ =~=> GO 10 a 71.l 

0 /,~. l-lhich types of institutions .and , .. hat is th•? p.,r.rnlilq., pf 

sales? 

Ni\ME OF INSTITUTION PERCt=.:U 1 /\GE 

[) bb. "Jhich industrie!:: and Nhat is the per·centagP. or "'fl}po;:::' 

NnME OF JNDUSTnY r'ERCU I I /)! :r: 

0 7. "Jhat problems do ~·ou face in imports of machim? t.001::·,' 

·-------'-------·-------------· -···- -- -----·--- -· 
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tn -:cur cpinion~ which cc.>untriP.<:: prc:>fluc:e hi•JliP,_ !

n1rtt:hine tools? 

q11-~1; ,, 

F'RODllCTS COLIN I R"i l IF fll ~ II ;t II 

--------·-··----------· ·-

nre any gC'Od quality inachine tooJo; be.ing man11fi\clurPd 
Paldstan7 

Yes No 

If Yes, please give details. 
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~- M/S BAS!Hf.: Jt~l'1IL ~~ BF:OS, (P-·1T) Ltd. 
P. 0. BLl-i. MO. 7, 
t::HADIM ALI ROAD, 
SIAU:OT. 
TEL: ( ')432) 53862 ~ ~·3662 

10/B.S.I.E. 
Slt1LHH. 
TEI : 6~931 

tt/ S FR1"!NCf1 SH(if IZ AD SL'F:G I CO (Pvt) Ltd .. 

P.O.ROX MO 613. 
SJ AL ~:OT. 
TEL: b5381 

H. SOLrtTCI I SOHS 
P.0-117")~ 
SJr-it_HlT CITY. 
TEL: 72-432-5'1859 
FnX: 92-432-54785 

'7. ! 1Eli'1L HIDUSTR I ES DEVEi _OPMEMT CENTRE 
/"\I. L r·,t1(\ I OF1f'1L f~(1AD, 

s1muir cm.n. 
TFI.: 0432--86143-871'57 

1 (I. Jr lf"'FT~ Ir.I_ Cl ITLERY 1,-1nm'.S 
P.fl BOX 7 0 

l>JA IT Hl':frf'1P. 
1 Fl.: ~~>74 
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t..,_I_ST _QF_ljll(:~__J_QQLltJPQ_~J_EBS_(_SECOND_f::tAND ~ 
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~-
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MOlfD • YAM I N W~DR I 
SHEP.SI lr·l I , 
H1P.l)Clli. 

EMPIRE IMDUSTP.IES 
tHSTAP. ROAD, MEt'\P. SHOE ttAm·:ET. 
~:AP.ACllI-3. 

TEL: 7211596 

SECO ENGG. COP.F'OP.ATIOt-1 
ABBf\S I ftll IL 0 I MG• F:Al 1S\llllM I TOl.-JEP., 
t-llSI ITAF: ROAD, 
t":ARACHI. 
TEL: 72189.81 

4. DIN GHLILAM RASOOL 
SHEP.St tl\H F:OAD , 
D/183, SITE, 
MEAR PAMt:AH HOTEL, 
t·:AP.t'tCI f I . 
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_____ ,,_. 

r-r=co 
I 111 J ti tit.I .L • 
1 .. fll 11 lf.:E • 
·1r:t_: 23'l~fl5.32~)223- '27 

~~. r·r:t: (;r·Ex Jt.IOUSlP.IES 
1-;. r • f.:Of'ili. 

~ -·. 

•1 • 

r. .. 

(~(l,f[~(i"f. 

lFL: •12'_t> 

!lf"1t1ln Jtn IAZ (FvT) Lld. 
G •• T.~OAD. CL!MAXABAD~ 
GU.~ P.At·IMt.I (;. 
1 FL : 8"2~·1:- 1). 82561 

CL H-!AY. EHGC:!. CO L ld. 
CL I Nl'1Xr1B1"iD G • T. ROAD• 
Pl. !.TPN·ll·!f'tLf1. 
lF.L: (n-'l :;t) 802 11-15 

ft/S ~11r·r::r:: i':Sir. MUl!l<nt·IAD DIN SOt-IS (PvU Ltd. 
t·•Er1H Lf:!lnrn Clll't·IG I • G. T. ROr.D ~ 
r:1_1.1pm-1•.-m1 t). 
rn.: u.1113~) 5~(HJU.51•1•)8 

,, Gr:t!!Ll rnnus t H!ES (pr-,.-:) ( P-1t) Ltd. 
S.I.E.-! G.T.ROAD. 
GL1,H~r.t·ll.>J1~!J-1. 

rEL: 0431-80577/8~277 

rr,J 7 I nmusTP.IES L trl. CottPr.t·IY 
(-!l I,' Rl'st·IW'tL {'t • 
TEL: 8(1?.51-5'1 

flEL rA HIDl.•!HP.IES 
OEL T f\. HOMJ • 
Gt 1.1P.m·l!.iJAl. A. 
TF.l.: 810~·1 

YOl lt-1r.s MET(IL 11JC1m:s ( p.,. l} Ltd. 
Yfl! lt·l{\S COL. OMY. G. T • r..:or.o. 
r:11. ff-(f1T • 
I H_ : 78311:-'!'.. 2?9·1 ·;~. ";:8".::.'? ?'. 

.t' 1. : •• tt. 1 ~t-trd L. 1t-mu~_: rn t rs 
n. T. H(1f:T\. 
r:l Uf~(ff. 
! f. ! : IJO!•'~ 
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11. Pn~ SOLINGEN CUTLERY 
G. T • P.OAD • NEAR EID Gf°':lf CiL AHA BAD, 
WAZIF:APAD. P.O.N0.1711. 
TEL: 4•:1sn 

1~. PIJN.lfiE< 2WILL INDL'STf-:Y 
CUTLERY CENTRE. NnZnNnPno. 
l·JAZ 1 RfiBl',[l. 
TEL: -;?J29 

1 --~. .1 {iPml o·, t-1(·1t1I c It :UL!S l!:: ! ES 
G. T. r::Clf'i(1. 
~·JA l I HA[1t1£•. 
TEI.: 2576,2279 

1 •1 • T J NOPAL SURG I cm_ cvm-·or::A T 1 OM (Pvt ) Ltd • 
POST OFFICE BOX -518. 
SMr.1.L INDUSTP.IES ESTAlE. 
S!AU,OT CITY. 
TEL: 65354.65454 

15. f\L-HIAZ -!·:- CO (P·•t) Ltd. 
A-1'1 S.I.E. 
SJflU IH. 
TEL: 66684 • Yt71 9 

1 b. t·IADEEN SUF:G I CAL cor::r·r_ir::;~ TI OM (Pvt) Ltd. 
\ S.I.E 

,, 
~· 
.'1", 

SiffU:OT. 
TEL: !5'1247 

t7. MIS : n.D. SURGICU !Pvt) Ltd. 
r·u:n r' - J • 3 • ::. '6 • co; • 8 • _,, 6'..> 
SM(':! ! T t-IOUS T J F:ES ES r 1'1 TE, 
s tr.1 •or. 
TEL: 92-432 ,6!."·185 

l B • I fI L flf-:0 ( Pvt ) Ltd • 
StU'll.L Jt.mUSTf.:IES ESTATE, 
Sll'il.HJT. 
TEL: (432) 6544,5430?,50~24 

t?. t1EDISPOf.:EX (P·;t:1 Ltd. 
P.O.POX.600, 
Siril.HH. 
TEL: 67559, :':·41'18 • ~Y36::·8 

2n. n. T. SUP.GI CAL ( F•/ t ) l. td. 

~· t • 

S.I.E. 
srr.u:or. 
TEL: ~·4'2',?5,5'1','7.A 

I f(ll l~·:F. OF ~:urm I er.I. ( f"•\J I ) I l D • 
c 21-23.CNDUSTRrAL FsrnrE~ 
SIN rnr. lEL: 67100~~5172 
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1 • 

r: ·-·, 

SfT:·nrE HHJU3lf.:l[S Ll!I. 

p. l . f·:fl1"'tTl. 
r.u." ·'.r, ! . 
l!I . : 25';-r;· t • ~~?72 

IL~f'!P.f':i~ r:•_I m~llT!-<~: t':iLI 
n Ir, z tlt:t~r:P • H;sur::. 
f t::L: 3306. 3.,13 

1t.11.n!r::G. i::rm;:s 
n 1 MG~ !n rr.suR. 

nr~r;n Ti~t·lt·tr::rn· 

11Fr1n rmm_r; r-:or:n. 
OPP. n~or POLICE srn110N. 
IE•.: 67177 

:-:1 w.r { '1llr: I r·,t·lt·IEf.: I ES 
M r r • .' r-1r,,-., lfm. 
~- i',~:! •r~. 

lT!.: 

.'~ . !. N !fir::[ T {.;M~·l[.[~; I l{i[ II HIC r:: ·i CO • 

r I 

. ., . 

BF! t ! t !D sr-.1 ! f L [I MEr-!r1 ~I !r.! !Ih"1f-:1':i r::OAD' 

1. r.r I! 1:::i:: • 
TEL: 71.JIJ.'·"3.7tl21 

.1111 11nnr-:r.: ~1N.:::11t.1J rr,1_ 1.i1nr-:~:.s 

t :: !. Hilo. !:[lr'\U. 
1 r- I : -~ f:l ,Y:- II .t, 

~mtntw. n1n1~. ~·JPm:s 

sr,1 .m·!r. r r·t1nre. 
I (',! IPf :F • 
I Fl: ~- .. ' 118'.) 3 

J MPNl l r,t-ft.1 I NG ttriCI t ! Mr:f~Y 
G.T.R~no qr~AMnT-Ptmn. 

1_r.11nr:r:. 
T F.!.: 

t,,. s11r.1. Jttr-.r:: tu'sr::ll n1Env 1>mr:~~s 
r, • T • r~O(<D t1UH I LI r"LIHA • 
Ll)llClr:F • 
J EL : -~~;(>7 l 3 

I I • r·rw H; I N·I !(it-IMHIG •1JPP~ ::..; 
r:. 1 • r:flf.iP. '.";r,1.rir1r. r r-i._1r~r. ~ Lf\HOR€. . 
ff( : ~""."". l ','•) 
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11. AUTOMOBILE ARMATURE INDUSTRIES 
2 t::. M. t•JAZ I RABf\D F:OAll. PAKA GAR AH• 
SILHJT. 
TEL 2 54731, '!:·4930 

t7. SOBY (Pvt) Ltd. 
COLLEGE ROAD, 
DASKA. 
TEL: 0431,2933 

_t '= • pm·: F iit-1 
t·JAI f ID I t·IDUSl RI ES 
B.T.P.IJAO, 
GL',1f.:t<1 • 
TEL: 28371,28373 
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l-.HiT __ OE-e!JTOMOT IY~_ASSE;t1~~RS/AU"'-'-T-=O _ __...RE~AI_R_ 
WO!U~_SHOES 

T • 

-. 
,;_ . 

·l. 

r: ... 

ti TU\S llOMDt"l l TD. 
Sr TE• 
t:.f'if-:AClf l • 

suzut: I t·tOTOr::CYCLE Pf;U5 rm-i LTD. 
SllE. 
•·- lir-:t\CI ~ I • 
TEL: 2'7331)8-9 

r:·f\r ·SllZU•: J t10TOr:: COf 1Pi~M·,· 
t>IEST M?\f.:1-. 
•- l\P.ACI I I . 
r EL: 2')2726--29 

t·llH I f"•t·lfil_ no TOF:S LTD. 
llllB CllfiUKI r.:or.D. SITE. 
r·. 0. BOX MO 2706. 
t· ,-,r~nc11 I • 
1 FL: 2931)85-6 

GI hitlDf"if.:A t IT SSAN DI ESn. LT fl. 
1 1·1?/2. CLil-TON. 
> l'IF:lil'I IT • 
ffl ; 57..'_.< 1~.1--6 

{. • t·l,Yif\Dfil •r:: f !(i f(lF:'.3 I . r n. 
F-·g S.C.T.F. 
~ r-.r~;'I[ 11 I • 
lr:I.: 2'12•)16,2'71){~2t,.29 

~ r t·m Dlf!G. L. TD • 
~·JF::ST vi! W1P.F r::DAD • 
r r·,i~r;c: 1 r • 
TEL: 202721-'::· 

~- NTLLAl TRACTORS LID. 
8-rN SI IE I >:HUPUF:A f:;(l()D, 

TFI.: 7 .1 J r)~2 .I --25 

7. Strl.EEt1 [t-IGG 
nr·,( l[I Pl ITA m."1D' 
~: r·,nr-.n ! 1 • 

'"· Sl1('1ll .•r:E iM'.B(if;; t!F.Cll{\tHC/"1L. l;JUmS) 
>.Llf-:Slf ! {) t1N-IZ IL Dr·:. D(V t[) POT r1 l~Of10 ~ 

sm1nr·,p. 
~:r,HACI II • 

! 1 ~-;' !f'il IMN-W1 / 1. r I). 
SI lf1l IMt:!'Jri z I. T n. tu·, r t-1 !>!('.!.. ! flH ·1 rir-.ri • 
1 r I : "". l l\~1"1~1 
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t?. rnvn1RY Nn1rw~s 
t 8-f: f'1t/{)l _f'1f.:Y GF:Ol'MD • 

I r.1 !llt::F • 
H.1 : 3 ::~:-::-n8 

tH1r1r-m-! ttr1r1~r::s (r··-n; t.rD. 
2,-, n=:r::ozr-ur::. 
l Al II lf~F • 
TEL: '!87f.3').JJ8l,3?4 

I~. NnTIONN_ snDAQAT INDUSTRY 
~mz t F:•WAD P.(lf'tO ~ 
Dr.st:r.. 
TEI : 296:7:-. 3397 

I ~.. t·!l l(!I fr-,l_ ! t-1nus r RY FOUt-IDRY ~< 1.imr::t:-st mp 
!.tJf\ I. I r:f,[l()l• ROAD. 
lH'iSHI. 
rr::L: ?81)e 

! !·. r·r·i- -LI IT t·i('t n-IGG. co. 
F:l-ST ! !Pl •~r-. rt •m·H'.. 
m !,l l-'.f;t-IW{'1!. , ., no AD. 

Dr::-:-~Ui. 

I. 7. f'm SL'?UU t!OT(I!:: Cf.lt!f"f'1i"-IY 
•;IF.ST NI lfif.:! ~ 
U',r-:N'.1 H. 

• ~~. r-m .. 1~ r r.! i nurPr-: vJOm ::; (r··.;r) LTD. 
i'r;:. r1r\n! •n r·ti rr. r.:Qr·,i1 ~ ~~r-it•Dr.n. 

HlHf'r! .!I I -- !. 
1 Fl.: '"'r! 27~·8. ~.2931)8 
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MUMS! IEI 1r::A Ft·IGG. Cll. 
lt IPUS 1 r:: I AL 1"\REA, 
1"1t 1r·,t-1Gm::11. 
T FL: 373•), 3731 

1"tl IW'iD .~.. CD • 
::. i)lltttin r-ur::A. 
n1 r.tP.Atn·Jt~.L r.. 
1 Fl.: Ill ~h'.:• 

t-IJ:M TPF' TOOLS It IDIJSH·"t' 
or·.s~·:n r.:onn. F<'1Tl·h~- GAPH. 
~ T N.t::PT . 

f:l ll .1 fl,.-·, ENGG. 
98 RAii.WAY ROnD, 
Lr.I IOf.:F. • 
fFL: ?·~621)6 

Pl it• r r '' r r::r.t' J r.1G en . 
q3 f::IH L W\Y ROAD. 
I. iii tor::r: • 
HJ_: l~·17t·8 

;. - l. f:; L 1fl01.S 
I fl ll A Clf{;t ffrE r:: , 
AIH0N··~-TJJARAT RO~O. 

r r.r~t\CI I I . 
fFT.: 2•12-:::-~'9 .l. 2·1~::S:-:t8-::: 

[11 rmtt'.)t·I J HlOLS CEMTF:E 
Wi 7 tr: tU)NS t m+. 
~ m::r"lct It • 

:Of' r r'P SI lf'F'L r r::r.:s 
r-:r·,t-Jf\l r-1 t m I ~·ffiL(i sr: r~:rr 1 r::om~. 

t nr::r.n r J • 
1 r: l...: 211 ~::~·~ .. ,)~] 

'). r T{)(\ 'l(l~)S(\ J t-1 t10I m i'LI Uil J (·, 
~;:u·;:t'il Pn.r.n. 
V (',f::()rl { T • 

If 1. : ::2•P?~··)2 

1 •I. T f.IU!J'.:; I UO!. 
t 111nriP H lt1M r·:Dl':lJ. F {'r Z ('1! _ Cl !f'rMPG~, 

~ r.r:r,r:H J • 
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t 1 • r·r~EMIER 
n1nP. I Gf'iP.UEN MAP.RI r.L F:(1(1D. 

1 '.) 

·'' 

rr.r~f'.CllT. 

1 tll r-r~t·lfH I C.IMAL TOOLS 
n !fl! ::I GAHDEN • 
t.r.r::m.:1 n • 

t-1111 H'1Mt·1AD I l Rt'.DERS 
~-'!On I Gt~m1EM. 
~-!":!~(:CHI. 

1 FL: 21J 1 ·.~:30~. 

1·1. S. Sllf'1fff1JH .!, CO. 
rt nm I GAP.OEM. 
H'tnACltJ. 

____ _...._. ... __..-. ...,--- ----- ..... 

I ~. • t t.' S Cl·L r ffU:L DIM .~.. SOMS (PVT ) LTD. 
7-n. VALLEY ROAD, WESTR!DGE-1 
RAWALPINDI CANrl·. 
1FL: 860001,860905 
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1 • Slitl (PvT) Ltd. 
~t.lll n_ollr:: OAtU\f.: HllUSC::. 
vr·,r::t.r-11 I • 
TC L : °2' 11)8l.8 

1'.\t-1H1"ir': cLir::r·or::r-. T l on 
M 1 CPL .--rr::LT~E F:f:lMi C r::US'..31 NG. 

~J;r-:r;CH 1 • 
TEI.: 2'1~~~~·111-1:~ 

.:· . J 011.-~t IG Jr: • :,-; I ~: r.r.n.1t,r.: .~, co • 
1·7-·SlttDH tw.or:t,s~-:i', n..-~r=:rJ:.r. 

~I !fil-:fil I F. --LI (.',QI_!(; T • 

11_ 

c '-··. 

1< n1::r;C11 I . 

l r::t,flr:: I_ r t!C:: HH. <f"; U L bi. 
5.-'3•) I !--·t'[llJSAF G 1At1f:EP. 
r:t: r:: f\ C I II • 
TEI : 2!·2793.1. • ~ t qt_.83 

tt!:.~111('10 pr~lJTHEf.:'.·~ 

OPP. P.M.A. BUILDING. 
SI lf\f::i'lf l -E --·LI AOUf"1 r • 
~-: p,pt;r·11 I • 
TEL : 2·1 ?9372. ;::.12·-~·3rq 

,'., • i''tl - t 11 w 1 11 r ~; ( r· .,. r ) !. . t. d • 
t!! 1,1,·,111 P r·uur-.. 
trl 1 ir r·,r:c r'"' • 
I SI o'\tH',frf',n. 
r Fl ~ !J.1 T:'C~b 

(';L-tlLW:l1·,;'{i Tr::r;fiJtlf~ CT•. 
•1')--fl. nN !I; r:Ot•fl. 
r::t:Hr\l _r· It II i J CNI r r • 
f F I : ~,/, 7 7 ~. •1 

~l. l l HE ·"· r UM[ ( J :;::r·t(i r I. ,f r .~. '~nt·I'.':;) 

b'I /Ll r1r-·,1-1v noAD, 
r::rMritr nm I • 

q. m.f.)fll 1 Jt.1!3 HIDll~d r::r (',L {){'.,'[! (lf'Ft !Et.fl 
~c!F H'.J l l''E~:; ( P'·/ r) I Tf1. 
1 SI mtr·,f1(',l). 
IT!. : 21 ).'·L·'l , ? .1 :;/1{• ~~ 

1,, • fir:: r Pl I I rt·H~c:. Cfl. 
nr·,111t1 mi()n Mif:a::r :~1'"''· 
I ()( IOPF. 
I FT : ;'. "'.'i/'5!i 

1 ! . f'rl JI.If!'(! 
~II ~ 'if',l lf'·P I lf.ll 1'.';I • n • ,.. • 'T p 'I I('.! l r-:!W1P. 

VN~'.N I l f • 
Ir I '. 
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r: 1 1 :::~ 1 n. nPr-:. 
f<i·,r:-nC!II. 
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r .. M: T STfit.I I tmUSTr:: I ;'\L cr::ED IT At-JD I t·l'./CS l'MEMT COPC\P.fi 1 I Ur.I 

Sl/:YTE L.Jrt=: E1UI!.DH-!G NO 1, 
r • ! . Cl iUnDr:: I G1";R r-.:Of'1(! ~ 
~ r:r~r~c:H r • 

f .1:.P.P 
~~ffiTE LJrr:: DUILDlt·IG MO 2. 
':It.I L~CE r:1.V1D. 
(11-f:. J • I • c:K•t·H)H I F;r·,r:: r::nr~D. 
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1. PECO 
!"ff: IN MALL rm AD ' 
LlmnE. 
TEl_: 321)22~·-27 

2. f'Ef.'0 

•I • 

r-: .. • . 

/ . 

':{ . 

w·. r N tlriLL r::oono. 
I. i'1I !OP.t-: • 
l"E!_: 32(>27~·-27 

I lf"N.''( nr·,c1 lr.t·IIUiL [:f..ltlF'LEX 
TF::OLA ~ 
H:t_: :}8•lJl·6 

r--r.:To 
I t(; J !-I t ;r·,! _! • 

l Al llJr::F:. 

t·l(\I 1r·1fit·I Et·ff:G. ~·JOm::s 

!IP! l()l_ U'1l l tf[I( l{'1MMr-1D PUPA, 
Gt1.1r{f',t·l! .. 1rn _r,. 
·n=.1 : 1 .t l 72 

f·r;:flHN tl.tS 

PU,mAr·n·JAL(). 
TH.: IJl.1.72. 

J rT T F r.n tlECflr'!M I C(iL t•JfJm::s 
GI .1.mr.Mi•Jr1LA. 

c • N • SPM'.~ ( Mt1MUF ACT unE /DE ALER ) 
j28 RAlLWnY ROAD, 
TEL.: 7242') 

Mri7 JP. FtlGG 
2 fl J L t1QI fD f::OAD, 
I. r.JIDRF. 
lEL: t.'l•J::.•2 

1 ". r1lf~(jN r: t·IPG • t·IOR rs 
~~r.m:;oor~1 1 nnm> , 

l r:u.11~:A r. 

f 
~ 
'· ' 

\ 
I 

' 

T FL.: ':~'~82'7 
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ANNEXURE 10 

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR ELECTRICAL 
GOODSMANUFACfURERS 
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national 
Management. 
Consultants(Fvt)Ltd. 

\ 
/ 

Q. f.j0. 

S!cfRVEY FOR ELECTRIC GOODS t1ANl.FACTURERS 

r.J11ME OF COl"IF AJ.I 'T 

ADDEES5 :-¥-\tJ~A~H~1DL...--CJ..~N~~~U~S~T~~~1c~·s.J.____::<i-1~-'.!...:....:~6AP 
GiU:JRA(. 

YEAR OF ESTABLISHMENT 19 4-~ 

TELEPHONE 

I MTEF:V I E'°IEP.5 

'~'. ===:. :=======================================================~~~ 
.... 
·i 

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 

EDITIMG DATA ENTRY DUMP CHEC~ . 
. 

SIGN SIGM :----·-~ SIGN 

DATE DATE DATE 

I 

\ 
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Q 1. 

Sl.JRVEY FOR ELECTRIC GOODS MANUFACTUREES 

Whi\l i\re vour products. Plet?se provide your oroduct1cm 
the li\st two years 

PRODUCTS 

fAN 
1991-92 

Ro1 6on~ 
I I 

1990-91 

'1-01 o~o/J! iJr.. 

G ::. Whi\t t·1."Je of mi\chi.nery lS installed in your Lunt-;-

MACHINERY 

:lNJE.C. T10N MOULDING 
(J'"f 1· J-..,ASTf. R} 

MILL1NG1 M/C-

((N.•~L pa"r-t) 

J>lE C /\STtNGt 

(.KD~ 

NOs. 

3 

;J, 

5 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN 

HCNtl1 KoNG1 

U·K 

O 3. Which parts of your produtts are manufactured in-house? 

c x'C E"'-'~ P.__T.___ .... B'""""'f_A ___ f!-l ___ N.___.,.,, __ a_v s ...... 1 ..... tE ..... .s--./ __ GI_, r-_-E~f~c. __ E __ 

0 4. Which parts are procured from vendors? 

fvr 

NA,....)E tf.-ATE..S.. __ __ L'!/'~lctvs,. (,iul\Rvs, f<Nons, 

~-~..1.]LE~----~~----·------------~---~-
0 5. What other parts you would like to sub-contract? 

N·A 

0 6. Would vou help in developing the above ment1oned o~rts? 

___ __:j_£_5 -- -----------------·---------

-·------------------
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,._-"f't .... -y-..-,-

De ~ou intend to purchao:e additional machine tcolo:. 
~or· what r-ea~ono:~ 

b. Replacement Qf deorec1ated machine 

if '!:0. 

~·-~(. __ lj1Ll:_IN6, ) __ r:--1 t N MO\JL D5 frrJ.IER PLAJfiC. ... 

_c{i,. __ _l?J[~t15.1 __ , __ \.JJN~~Gi t-1/e...' 

.. ----·-··--·-·· ----------- ··---

(-1 9 • 

THANr. YOU 

' I 
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i rlatlonal . 
Management 
Consultants(rvt}Ltd. 
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' i. 
",!. 

''• 

. ·' •f' 

.. 
O.NO. I 

SURVEY FOR ELECTRIC GOODS MANUFACTURERS 

MAME OF COMPAMY 

YEAR OF ESTABLISHf-IEMT 

TELEPHOME 

F"ERSOM COMTACTED 

) DESIGNATION 

: __ C L/ ""11fX e NC,(, G . /./v . 

: --~ u _~~,f}C 4-aLJl __ ~r:..{d .. .q tf J,(_7/J>J £ J]}t. rl-

. ____ ____!l'--J,...9----!Lf-1.....f ---co «JI) &62 I{ - !'>;---. 

: _ _k)£~:Tlf Y ~Y_J~ f3fJ-_L_l}_!J~ ~~r o 

:-----/~:fdf 19 4.f If f('(44. {/Jf({t(!) 

=·----------------

======================~====================~· :=================~ 

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 

EDIT IMG DATA ENTRY 

. 
51GM SIGN s 

DATE DATE : 

DUMF' CHEC>C~ 

.___SIG-N ==--1 :E =::==] 

\ 

.. 

' 

t , 
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I °* 

?.-t) 
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Q 1. 

ll -

---- \ / 

SURVEY FOR ELECTRIC GOODS HANl.FACTUBERS 

What are your products. Please provide vour production 
the last two years 

f-·RODUCTS 

/j)_l~cft3_~JNSR~~1>1 _~ R 

f ~;(__J}lQnrl~_ 
1;z Ger. 1.::::ttN>. 

1991-92 

{3" t11/1\J,1Jt. __ JJ If 1_~ I(> 
/~\ 1(. (. c N Olfi l'Nli1f5 
l•H1;.t l:·L·e or 111acr11.ner~, .is 

1990-91 

' 

MACHINERY NOs. COUNTRY OF ORIGIN 

L \ c:::>\'S F\\\1\C.\\'e_ S) 

for 

~---------

O ~- Which parts of vour products are manufactured in-hou~~~ 

------- ·-- ·---- -··--- -·--------·--··------- -- - -··---·--·----
___ _1\U v1·l('~1- &vi\ p(~-~ _ u Vl, Jr 

0 4. Which parts are procured from vendors? 

----· -. ·-- ······ ---- ---···-- ··- -n- _____ 7' _______ -----··-- ·--- ---- -

N LL/"' /D<),\. /) Sc -ri?.'-~) _) e_,Pc , 
----------1·---------;I - -------

0 5. \oJhat other parts vo1.1 "'ould lH:e to sub-contract? 

0 6. Wo1.dd yo~· help in developing the above mentioned part!:·~ 

_-·--~gQ __ 

' 



0 7. 

I) 8. 

[.) 9. 

.. 
.. .. _ 

' .. . 

- \ I 

'V 

... ~ 
- ) .. - ·-.--~ .ifiiH![ E_4!f_P ~~ ----,· 

Dc ~·ou .intend to purchase additional machir1e tool'E. i.f 
for what rea'E0n'E7 

a. E ·:oar1<E.lon .in i:·1-oducti.on caoaci t~· 

b. Replacem~nt of d~preci.ated machine 

c--, 
l I 

l 

lolhat add.iti.onal me1ch.ine tools do you .intend to purcr-.ase-

fu _____ _ 

An~ other comments/suggest.ions you would l.i~e to ma•.e. 

NO 
---· - --------------------------------

THANY. YOU 

\ 

. 
~ , 

.. 

t 
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._, __ , ..... ii .. > - . •·"~~;._~-i::r:;:-,;:~ .. ~ .. -· 

LIST OF MACHirlERY INSTALLED IR FAif SHOP 

s .1'0. J>ESCRIT'l'ION. QUANTITY. -; 

1. Hydraulic f'rea6 200 Tona 1 Ro. 
2~ R1dreulic l'reea 160 Tona 1 Ro. 
3. Preseur• Die C~eting Machines 

2 lfoa. ( Rori~ontal-I , Vertical-I ) ... La th'! 10 Noa. 
5. l'owl!r Press 40 Tt.>D8 B lfoa. 

6· rower Presa - 25 Tona 1 Noa. 
7. Fower rresa 20 Tone 2 Ros. 
8. FowP.r Pre es - 15 Tone 6 Hoa. ....... 

. ' 
9. Power Presa - 10 Tona 3 Noa • 
io. rower Press 5 Tons 1 Hoa. 
11. Power J'reea 4 Tona '• Noa. 

· ... 
12. rower Presa 2 Tona '• Noa. 
13. Verticitl Drill Machine 1/2" 18 Non. 

14. Vertical Drill Machine 1)S" 5 Roe. 
15. Rivetting Hachlne 1 tfo. 
16 •. Coil Winding MachinA 12 Non. 

' 17. Jlydr1rnlic Preas .. 10 Tona 2 Roe. ~ 
• 18. Cyl Grinding Machine 2 Nos. 

19. Spot Wttldlng Machine 1 Ho. 
20. Welding rlant 2 lfoo. 

21. Doublf! ended Grinder 2 Mort. 

22. Ouny Shuttering tl achinf? 1 Pio. 
' 23. Sh"'flJ'er Mschine 1 Ro. 

24. Gear Cutting M9chine 1 l'fo. 

25. Hilling MAcbine 1 lfo. 

\ 
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:::·:c·1·t1111. ------- ---------------- ... --·-
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' ; r 

:; .lllJ. 

1. 

,. 
:.>• 

(,. 

u. 

9. 

lU. 

. 1 :? • 

20. 

21. 

22. 

2}. 

11.'J.U-; OP Ll\!.:llllll:IlY. 

- . -____ !p_c~·-- -- ...... --·-.. -. _1 ~JO_-· -· ---· . -

f'u\·:cr l'.i'\!:;:; GO •ron:J,. 10 HI'. 

JJ.!nch ])rill 1/~11 
- 2 Hou. 

ro.·1.:!r l'.i'C!;!l 15 •run.1 2 Ill'. 

~=h·..:ariJiv I.bchi.uc ( 1 wl. th ~; Ill'. 

'f.:;; Lil~ lk~11ch. 

I 11jt~c tion r.1ollldiri._; J.laclJ.11.:. 

200 '1'0113 !fydl";;al\lic J\'\:G:::. 

h.:: dt: :: J.b:; I d.111.! .. 

'l'h::-cud 11olJi11<,; l.bclri..nc. 

;_: ro t •;:id.Ji nc I.lac !tin~ 50 l~ VA • 1 Jlo • 

II II II 10 l~V! .• 2 llu:_·. 

II " II ~ 1:'11.. llu • 

FIN PreRs FIX 12 

Accentric rower Press ltO Tone 

nydraullc Fork Lifter 1000 Kgs 
Model SYBC-tT. 

J.\.iJJI • I ~-.I~ 

CilillA.• l~U2 

. . J.J)CAJ ••. 1%~ 

I~-( /~J 

l·JIG liAII JJ. 10:.\J) 

llllilu\llD. 1~0 

AU3'l'IUA. 191JU 

CIJ.MA.x/LU<.:AL. 19du 

.l\Ji1P. IU CA. 1~r::: 

I ; •. •. I.+; !'. •. 

I'-~:. i. ·c ,; . :, .... : . 

1 r :- ; ,, 
.,,.-"'-

,J :. r:.11 • 1 ;,-., ;1 

.Ll. l'.'JI. t ·~·J ·:· 

!:'! r<: i .:,II JJ • 191~·:· 

:; ' .. ·:. · ~' "(. 1'\ ··-

c I! CJI,\. 1 '_}~(J 

JAPAN 1986 

LOCAL/ 1987 
COMMERCIAL ENGO: LAHORE 

CHINK Feb 1987 
LOCALLY PlJRCHASEO 

SETCO - ENGLAND 2J-1•-1987 nydrRulic Frese JOO Tone. 
(LOCALLY FURCHASED) 

Mechanic~l rreee Double acting 
}O Tons for Tube ~xpanding. 

CLIMAX J(ov., 1990. 
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. ! .. S.NO. 
'"" --

1 • 

2. 

.,., , . 
,, . 
5. 

6. 

7. 

f . 

9. 

10. 

11 • 

12. 

13. 

, ,, . 
l r· 
)• 

16. 

17. 

·1 P, • 

-- \ 

v 

/ 

L /.'.'.''. , - ---<.:/ . 

LIST ()f r-·Acn Illf.RY H?STAl.LED HI T<)()L R'lOM 

=================~~========:=======~~=== 

c ::. s c R I r T I () N. 

~p:•rk Er.-.si.on f-l-:\C hine 

Jig l\or i n1~ H!lch in•' 

Cory Mi llinr; Machin<' 

Punch Shu pi.1q: H('\clli :t" 

T".>ol R,>oro Surfnce Grjnder 

Gyl inrlric:il c:r inder 

Sur file•~ Grinder Machinr 

!ro r il t" rrojl'c tor 

lbri?.011tnl Millin~ Hm: hi nr 

Dridf:l' Port Mil linr Mac hint:' 

Sha r<> r M<lt:hinc 

L:1 t hr~ tfac hi n'· 

Pend• Uri 11 MJ.lchine 

1'lCtnn1·r 

llorizontnl Br>r i ng Machine 

Pnd in I Dri 11 Machinr· 

Doub] r l'..n d 1•d 'rl)ol Gr·incl1~r 

Slot U111~ Mach il\I' 

' .f 

• i .< 

:~ 
·l 
~ 
'I 

OU.:'.l!TlT'l. 

2 ~~ t):; • 

, l!o. 

1 Ho. 

..., 
'. Hns • 

1 No. 

, n,,:; • ,_ 

2 If o:: • 

1 t! ".). .. ~ 
3 H nr, • 

1 f{(l. 

2 r?os. 

'1 Ho:;. I 

3 fl•.>5. 

., 
'· fl 0:-; • 

.. r. •) • 

2 Nc.15. 

lfo. 

1 lfo. .. 

t 
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GLLJ · l/I 

' 

,,.;.· > 1 , . 

.... 
~. [:0. D E " c H I p T I C' !-' ~·-1 If, r·r rr v . 

' 
-.) .. ---- --·----

1 • Vnlt.,;~e G•> i l ~. i 1111 i hf• Ma<;hine 
II I! n:; • . , 

;> • l-h-!~111' t. ir. i Ill~ Hach in• 1 I!., • 

3. Ur.nch Drill M:1c hi ru' ·1/2 11 ') II•~!; • 

'•. Tri l'I' i nr, Machin•• (, I! n!.i • 

~,. Gu<• r l11)hbinf 1 .. ., ,, . 
6. Sr<> t Wrlrlinr; ') fl•J G. 

., L:1 t hP Mnchinc 5' 1 II n. • 
I • 

!\. c., r!j t.:in I,:1 t lie 6 ll<J!;. 

<J • Autnr.1:1 tic Lat.ho 
.... f!o:;. '-

1n. Double Ended 1'"10 l C.rindrr 1 l!o. . ·-· 
1 I • l(p~1vy Dn ty l\ u t <Jmn t j c Press 200 Ton:; 1 r: •> • 

12. Ac n·n terlc Prl"·:..;~.; 
-1 () I! o:; • 

1). Hy cl r:rnl ic J'rN;5 .~0(1 T-:ins -1 l!o. 

1 11. II II H'(' Ton~ !lo• 

I 5. ti II 50 T0ni:; 1 (le) • 

16. ll':'<tl Seal !>l rn prin'7. Macld 111~ ti C) • 

, ., llor i t.011t:1l l'ri lUnr l·hchi..no !! 0 • . . 
1 8 • l•isc Jl<J 1'.ltlCe1· 

1 fir> • 

19. S I :i m r j n fr fl .. ?SG 
[! () • 

I'. T. n. :-~:) . l!oti:hi1w ri· r~ ,-; s ? rr .,~; • 

:- .. 
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s .rro. ---

21. 

1. 

2. 
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PAGE - 2 

rat::: en t r1· ccN. 

====:============= 

f.!eler Test I!cnch for Single Ph!,se Heter 

ti .. II for Three fhase Hrter 

.; 

' 

.\ 



1 • 

"· 
3 •. 

'• . 
r, _, . 
6. 

7. 

8. 

-11 • 

12. 

1 (,. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

;?O • 

2"1. 

22. 

-- \ 
_/ 

! . 

LIST or t.fACli H!F:RY Hl!\'I' :.I.LED rn TR :'.~!SF"lfU.1EP. SllOP 

:::=======~=~==========:========:====::====:=== 

Accentric ro-.er Press 

Shenrin~ Hachinr 

G:•nr: 3littinr. Hachin~ 

Pill rr Dri 11 Hachine 

La I.lie 

Dm•ble Ended TrJol Grinder 

Bt!nch Drill H:ir.hin•- 1/2" 

'!/('lei i "'~ rla n t 

li:rn•I Press 

Coil tYindinr, Hachinr 

l';ornr.ati,,n M:1chinr 

Sh~rpt>r Hae hi n<? 

Hnck:;;.,w 

Pipe Bending Mschine 

Nolchinr, Press 

Sheet l~pJlinr. Hachinr 

Rrntl i ng l\rak r! 

Cr,., rri n,~ ~':-•Chi II•! 

Oil O~h1dr~tln~ rlant 

f!ryirig Oven: 

AnnP~litt~ Furnac~ 

Srtnd lHnsting 

\':el cl i nr, Genr: r3 tor 

2?. lfos. 

6 fl".)S • 

12 f!os. 

~2 i~!rl!'; • 

?. r:,,:;. 
18 tros. 

1 l!o. 

1 rfo. 

2 ~fos. 

1 1:,.,. 

5 Ho::;. 

'• ll?!i. 

1 Uo. 

1 No. 

5 r:-,s. 

•-! 
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PAGE - 2 ---
ti c. !i ,, a 1 r 1' I <' 11 • 

cn:.!!T 11'Y. 

5 J i t:l i nr: !;<t3 1 "" • 

1'-"1I"'1· f•.> l ,ti llf-~ Hae hi n•~ 

, u,.,. 

2 1:05. 
. 

1 ;1 C) • • 1 
I 

,· 

~ 

-~ 
,a,. 

~ 

l ,, ' 
~ 
4 
~ 

I 

I . 
t· 
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\ 

: " .. 

$ • t:O. r.. r. !j c ~ 1 p 1' I U II. ~.·ur~~rr tTY. -- ---------
1 • l!,,r!n1~ m 11 }t" 7. Uo:;. 

., ·turret I.et l he '• :1 .. ,s. ~1 
Lo 

3. Cyl imlr·ri::al Gr i.m!e r· 
?. f! n!i • l '• . Hi lli:11~ H.acil in• s 
., !Ir,.;. ,_ 

~. -

5. ~h:trrr 

") r: o:'; .. : ~ 
~ ,: 

6. Ln 1. hr. 5' 9 !! 'Jci • 

7. Let I ht· f;• 3 J~n!i • ·-~ 

c r \\'f •• ,. Hat: k ~::n., 
1 I!'>. .... 

' 
9. l\rm:h rd 11 1/.:J" 

') 1:1) .. • 

~· ,. 
~ 

10. r·u l •·r f:rill f.lach in<' ~ l!">S • 

(... 

r 
~;;;_ 11 • I! yd r '• IJ l i 1: rr('!;!i 

3 f!l"t!-) • 

' -
t 

'·. 12. :\c<.:r.nlric rr.~56 15 Ti:>llG 
c'. l!():i • 

' t-
.t ,,... 
• 

1}. II II 10 Tonb 
1 t!-:> • 

~ 

~) 1: ')(.; • 
.; 

~, _,_ .... 

i 

, ,, . 
" 

II 5 ·rons 
?. r: ,,~, • 

t. 
1 I:'. • 

~· · II II 65 'l',,n:; 

16. 
II II 

1 t?r} • 

165 Tons 
1 No. 

. :; 
f; 

17 • " " ~5 Tons 
~ 
t· 
[ 

1n. " II 2 
, ' 

110 Tow; Hos. 

;. , 
~ 

19. II II ?.O ·ronr. 3 ff~,:;. 

" 20. II " }5 Tone 3 H,,:;. 

21. II II 12 TonB ' ii,, • 

;n )-!9:.;. 

?. ? • Hole hi nr. PrP.~al 

7. !· • Gnn~ ~llU lnr. Hoc; ht n•· 
1 I! r) • 

' • 

\ 
f 

.,, 5h"r1rinr. l·liJC hi II(' 
·1 ill') • 

, t • t 
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s.no. DESCRlP'l' I 0 N. ~~u .vr·r t TY • ----------
·u: 
L.) e Key y:!ty Mc.kine Machin~ 1 llo. 

L 26. l.:oublt• ~nil Pd GrindP.r 1 t:o. 

27. Daking Oven , "" . 
~~. v: .. 111 in;~ Pl~m ti; ?. r: ,,~ • 

2~. Gas \"!t>l dinrr ::::i u j i;m1~n t 1 H'> • 

30. l~•tmi nation DP.-P.urd nr: f'!:tchint! ., ,_ ti r::s. 

L J S1' '1F TEST ING E(~U I rf·ff:tl'fS Tr~ MO'f<'R !;llOI' 

1 • Sur f::u: P Baloncinr; t·ht: hi n1· 1 lfo. 

'J \' p 1· t i c ., l M:>unted Gr.11p1-3 tor II•> • ... 
5. MQtur Ch:ne rat or .Sr. t , ., ,,,., . 

--,, . n.,rizonlal P.n l nnc inr; Machinr. 1 Ho. 

5. 11/P T1!Sling Machine '1 [for; • -I 

! . 

•. 

.,. .. 
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. - ~ 

LIS'r Of H/\C llINI..:HY IHSTAI.Lf.D m Y~llf.AT '!;liRt:t.:.m:R SHOP 

============~===~= ~=============================== 

S.HO. [tl::SC It I r·r I OIL O::U !.I!!..!!!.:. 

1 • row-:-r lf:1i::knaw 
1 l?o. 

?. lli n1r. Uol 1 i ng 
1 (fo. 

!'i ller \;ri 11 ~1nchin1! 
2 f!QS • 

'• . BE'nch Dr i 11 1/;~" 
1 Ho. 

1 
I.n l h c- P,' 

~-!n • 

6. L'oub 1 ;· Enrll.!cl Tor_• l Gr i 11;_1,. r 
1 I!" • 

-~ 7. ~i bb 1 in;~ M3d1i nc-
1 l~o. 

~- '.'Ir.Id I 111~ Tran:; fnrmr.rs 
3 r:o:.;. "--· 

1 ::., . 
ilnnil rr~ss 

1 l!n. 
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...... §Z!i\eJL.@Ft!!!'_•~,.,.-~"\'7''...~~j~~- ... ..... --:-· ~ 
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ANNEXURE 11 

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR 
AUTOMOTIVE ASSEMBLERS 
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\ ; 
·, .. 
' I 
i· 

r- - -. . ' 

-

National 
Management 
Consultants(Yvt)Ltd. 

\ 

O.NQ. 

I 

~·~···-' 

~_.____:_.i..... I _J 
SURVEY OF AUTOMOTIVE AS~EMBLERS 

NAME OF COMPAt~Y 

ADDRESS 

YEAR OF ESTABLISHMENT 

TELEPHONE 

PERSON CONTACTED 

DESIGNATION 

INTERVIEWERS NAME 

lll\TE 

: 

202126' -~._2_? ___ _ 
NR. F· c th CHll MJ?. S'- M· YAt Ut1 
(,'rNr; !{AL MC 1{ (_&/b J/fof ,--~ (!) !tJ) 

y,f\"-\f\L ~\\1-\\\f=~ rr8.. 
. ~-<6-C\'L . -·-···-------·- ... ··-·· -- . __ ,,, __ . --- ------ -------

~~::1::::=11::==.====~~~=::'!===:...======="!"9:======~==========:::=======:::=~=-==~~~=~~ .. :=--: 

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 

EDITING DATA ENTRY DUMP CHECY. 

SIGN ' SIGN . . SIGN : 

01\TE . . DATE : DATE : 

I 

• • 

~ \ 

j 

J. 

.f 



: '\ 

J . 
L 

' -

'\ 

·~~ 

~ 

.. 
~ 

~ 
I 

{ 

~ 
-; 
;( 
·, ,. 
f: 

f 
'" 

"' 

' 

(I 1. 

----- \ ' ' 

What are the major sub-assemblies deleted last year ; 

' 

INSUWN<:Nf PANEL (s.r-xJSRjtj ,51~1rcy SET J(;AftTloN (S13-3z. .. j-rr.:.~;\fa.r--_ 
fx)f. ff;. s .s:1_3 s .. 40S!~l!} CLE-A/#/:!, Assr AIR (Si~-~«) . 

0 2. 

11/N[L CABIN' /!vfGK (ST-=_~,*Jif) ~FAT If& ·,sr:~ 'rt~J 
, ~ T~cR.IAI~ /IElL(~r-1t1t?) 

What are the ma1or sub-assemblies that you p!an to delete 
in the neKt three years ? 

l!tAtL -~1A IA' [Lee~ (SB-3l8j 
fA.J./EL f~l-'Af/,e,J~lAR 'l>t~·RS(s!J-3{)~) 
fllNa. f3//CI( !>at< (S!J-3£lJ') 

El'./~J/1/£ Vlfl f/~-'S' jf;ASi\I XS 
RrAR/lx.L EI cJJ:ct ,SllAF r 

I 

0 3. What is the sub-assemblies deletion target ? 

fill\ ,<JV ZUia (1/~0l>i.JCT MiX CO}ISISlS Of 10 MO!J£LS (5 TD j1)L/_~) 

ftf(JJ G J)JfF[RFNT ~[f/fclcs (3cilK~ & 3 l't"J.11/FRi'//IL l'[lfk'"tr:;) 

a 4. Will the principal supply th~ manufacturing technology for 
parts ~ sub-assemblies planned for deletion ? 

~Yes D Mo 

If no then ho~• do you propose to achieve your deletion 
target ? 

Q 5. Does the t~ansfer of technology agreement include 
proprietry and non-propreitry items 7 

uzr Yes' D No 

a 6. Is there any penr\lty clause for not •11~1".'·l •.n·• ~... l·:·I I '1•11 

target 7 

Please el~borale ? 

Y~ s
1 

1ls prr<. ccivc;RlfM<iNT or ?1&'1S71JN /i[Jf r-~~;/. 
l<\r(.;01..11 TtoArs I 

:3¥. 
·~. ".::.. 
•$? 

~ 
. 

' , 

~ 

' . .i 

• 

>' 

t 



-- \ / 

! r- -..,_ 

_, 

g 7. Has any penalty been paid for not being able to achieve 
the delPtion target 7 NO 
Ple~se ela~orate 7 

0 8. Have ~ou approached PMTF for manufacturing any sub 
assemblies of your product(s)? 

ffives D No 

If yes, ple~se name the sub-assemblies. 

_,(f) __ t _JIL_1.B_~_--~_IG __ IN_E_c_·_o_o_t __ IM__.<i_· F._-ll ........ tJ_@=2_P_IP_t=_/ltlli_«~_g, __ \.._1 _,IN __ jL_b_T_@J ___ -3r {'~-s-r /JiS1/:' I -
IA) ·".. /tr rr R 
~p /Jf/JT£& /Nlt:T (SJ. SHAFT 'ROCl\"!;R JIR/1 
({.) l/t.'>U .. ')'/tVG {)/l ~'t;AL 

If no~ please elaborate on reasons 

I 

THANK YOU 
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ANNEXURE 12 

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR 
AUTO REPAIR WORKSHOP 
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natl on a.I 
Management 
Consultants (P'Yt) Ltd. 

\ 

O.NO. 

SURVEY OF AUTO REPAIR WORKSHOPS. 

I 

··, ' . 

f.fAME OF COMFAN't : . ~ ~¥..\<J;f~ -~~~-- \J.)Q"R.KS ( ~t) L 1J) 

AUDRE SS 

VEAR OF ESTAE<LISHMEMT 

lELEr-t-IOME 

FERSOM COt-ITACTED 

DESIGNATIOM 

INTERVIEWERS N~HE 

DATE 

: -~'(\ · .l f\DU.~ ____ £9T~ __ ~~\)_ ,_q_f\~f\ '~ 
Vi~Rf\C...\\l.. __ ~---~---------- ___ _ 

:-- \9'-lb 
s \:l.~5~ ) ~~C\3og 

: ____ J·\_~~~.\\) ___ . ~\\Ri<;' ~~'----

: --~c:;_~ R. __ \00~---
~~'St.-~ ~~\))J.)t\\) /S\)L \t'\t\J '\\Wf\\\)(\ 

I 

L{- %-9.L-

cc~eaeae======~=~====================:==========~=:========~==== 

EDITif.IG I , __ 
SIGf4 -----·· 
DATE : J 
------------

" 

FOR OFFJC~ USE ONLY 

DATA ENTRY 

3 J(;l·I 

!DATE 

'-----------' 

DU11P DIED 

·----·------· 
51 Gf.I . . -------··----- -

. ·-·· ____ J 

, 

.. 

~ 
~ 
I 
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. - ---- ... ~- ...... ------------· -·--·.- - ~-· .· :-• 

0 1. rll:?i\Se qi ve the l';'pP- of mnchiner·:· 111·' (,,I i • ,; "' .. !'Ill. 

l:J 2. 

factory. 

NOME OF 
t1ACHINERY 

COUNTRY OF 
ORIGIN 

DATE OF 
INSTOLLATION 

.~1(1/ft$ 
le:\ S I 

~ S' f]' 19S3' 

\9(f2 
\qt)' 

Please provide 
purchase? 

details of the spare 

No. 

_J_ 

~ 
_J_ 

_L±J 

_j_ 
I 

par-ls 

NAME OF PART SOURCE ANNUAL OUANTITY UNIT PRICE 

CE:lll.Cl( S a t•"1 l~- rst"c'( (., 0-s 12 cto-- ((~I \-~,,c' 

f5{11J2Lµ6 .:J.4 ~! A llU: _4s_ 

(lbtvOt Al© Sl'"l 
Et-JG· l !?;, aJ 'L-7.eJo -

C...Yv-Jfl·S _bl'1Ai l2·- f ls_.4.:. Ol' - ~(l 0 

1 I-If) · f l'l;f- (26->JtJ __ 
(G1Z·f'rf --

0 3. Which of the impc.,rtmJ machinerx installed in ~1 o•ir unit c~n 
be mC\de 1oci\11 ~ and by 1·Jhom? 

l1 4. 

:...t 
/ \, 

r·mcttlt~E SPECIFICATIONS 

// L~-'=-----

"1hich of ·.the imported ~pare pilrts can be made local ly7 

r-nnr sr-ECIFICnTIONS Nnf1E oF· VENDOR 

Gf?t tVOlNO W£'<16 -----·--
(/{(I{/( 5 

-;11r- J[(-

('_ ,.,...-

------

. 1 

/) d'IV<'- (l' r-1 p1 N·f 11 (:;(21 fl/I? t,V H( l' L.." A T 

LJ Ii l ( l·f MA ;v'U f !1 (7Ui ( S J?"f,1 LL-

,; 

' 



\ 

r- -- -. 
I ,,.. 
~ 

0 ~. 

l 

/ --· 
----.....-. ....... -- - ..... "" 

What problems do ycu face in procur-ing: 

b) Machinery CdtVsunpTr otJ . 

0 6. nny other comments/suggestion~ you would like to ma~~e. 

-

: . . 
'! . 
JC 

,• 
~ 

\ 

"/HE A- t l'<1 f?1i1 c1-l r tvr-1 (, tt o u l 1? ~r- 1~111 ~1 L' -· 
& er Vflt-11 t-(r-J(_r- ------~ . , , __ '·\" 1 _ 

l:ljoRIJULtc .fJL<- J.5 C-:f (?_fq.{~J1f~.:: ~H~~Jl1 f~~~'!_,5: -f s 
1 

. -~bfur 
j/t STo Al £t f\11 Stt t A/6 HA< f-t i lllf: .5. _ - _--:- _ - -

tU/lf\} f/0/JD &JRIAlu fY-11)C1-tttJC- tr- ('tJ1V-1<.<'f.:> 

f{3c1 ~I tV G fYt1 (' f { I/{/(: . 

THANK YOU 
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ANNEXURE 13 

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR DFls 
AND COMMERCIAL BANKS 

•' 
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E ,. 

- ... , - ~~~·-· . ·-.-_ ... - .... -·· 

-~ nat1011al 
Manage1nent I Consultants (~-rt) Lld. 

j l-1. NO. 

Uf\f·IE OF TllE I NS T J TUT J Ot-1 

NllJRESS 

Mf\ME OF RESPOHDEtH = -~.l.5.~-a , ..... ~-"~--: __ ------- -
: S\J~---·---- -- -

~&~-.S.~~~-(,~'- - ----- ---- . -
:- '2 r- K -<\_2= _J -

DESIGNf\TION 

JNTERVIEWEn·s HnH~ 

FOR OFFICE IJ~r: ONLY 

EDITitm DATA Et,JTRY 

SIGM . . -. SIGN SIGN 

DATE : 

- . 

I 

-· ' ' 

' 

t 



~ 
·, ,,. 

t 
'. 

---- \ .• 

- --- -- --- -· ... -- .... --=--..........--.... --~_,. _______ ,.;:--

U 1. For which major types of machiner·y do yuu i\tlv,,,,, P '"''"r: _i" 

local and foreign currency? 

t1 2. 

Type of machinery financed in local curreru:y: 

Q ec_.,.R 

·==({A \\\ ~ • 
Cl\0 J.. U1.11t (_)._..,_._ 
l}'pe oT -dn:"~hu1~ry f inc:mcr?d in foreign currenc1·: 

c o..,.,..q I J\ • 

~·J\ c_J.N~~r1 
(lj) 2. 
I_, 4 • 

Tt?>: ti 1 e 
CC?mcmt 
Chemicals @ 6. 

Sugi\r 
Engineering 
Transport 

CHl1ers (Please spc>cify) ----------------·---··-· 
l1 S. 0Llt Of 1.hP. tul:.:11 J!l;:-,nt !~ ll1L1Chlll!ll"jl f.i.1"1i'\l1i:.llll). 1·1h..:1t .\:- l.11!-

rC\ Lio of U-if-1 f .ini,nCE: ;' 

F INf\ilCE l\i\l IO 5EL:JOH:; 

1. l.e<:,c; U1un J.(I!: 

.... 
l.P.S!'j tllOll -::·n·· / .. 

le • '· 

- f.l·.·rr :.-~.:·:·: -·· 

~tl~-~1-,----·-·-
·' ~'ro·_{t_ ______ _ 
c~~,<;;.: ... C{_<ix,~1P)( hoc --, . 

n ,, . MJ .. ;t l1r\'le YL"'Ll uul\~ lri pn"'l111ole usr? of lr:•t:Bll'! 111~clr~ m;H.l1i11r> 
lt•olc; i111u m•.?chr'lt•ic:c:\l ""°'..;hir11?r-y·? 

-· ·- ------- --------·---·-------------------------
-------------------------·--------··· . -
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b. l-lho are the Qood ~uppliers of machine loots ;md oth°"r 
mr:chanicl\l mact.inery? 

7 . 

0 . 

Ml\ClllllE lOOLS mf, £ ~ \~ l Qbc: C) ~--ticdl.4, f-Lia_lcp {) (Ct. 

~(:>"' ~~~l\-Jl ~~~~~-~--"'.l-(, __ (!:-

~"") 9-ii:J \h<> \-- . --------

OHIER f-IECllf'\tllCf\L l·lt'\CUINEl\Y _____ _ . 
~~w ([fwz~), \'s~C.c(92~.A-~\~~b~ti) 1 
~~~c"'-~ (\>y(..tl~\~ ~'\"'KL.~~ j \)£:.c_Q) (:t>v-\S-1 Sl\es~\ ~·--Jiv-<'\, 

y\ ~\=- ( ~MtAN\--: CL._~ C:¥1.'1"Ao.y c; l -\:·H~>"t~AS.7~G ~~.\~) 
\•Jhat is your 01Jnio1, ut!out Pr.tkistan Mac::h.i.nP. lools r·aclc.w~' 

(PMTF)7 

O."~. v1. ~c~ ~\J..l,_r ~~<& L2 '-'.~~ea 
N Q O'-~..\ '"'''' o-,cV-f·---------

Hhat do you t>ugqest for HI rF' s product di vr.rsi ·f ic:a ti on? 

Tl!r~:-u: y:_. · 

• 

\ 

f 
t 
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ANNEXURE 14 

LISTS OF RESPONDENTS 


